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EDITOR’S COMMENT
Growing optimism has been evident in economic forecasts in recent weeks, which Editor
Nick Barrett says confirms the steel construction sector’s own outlook following strong
market share growth.
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NEWS
Steelwork increases its overall structural frames market share and reaches an all-time high in the
multi-storey commercial offices sector.
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Two existing steel-framed office blocks, sat atop a raft spanning over some of London Victoria’s
railway lines, are being redeveloped with three extra steel-framed upper floors and new ground
level shopfronts.
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Needed because of piling restraints, a series of steel trusses, up to 45m-long, have provided the
solution for the construction of the 17-storey n2 building in London.
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Recycled and renewably
produced

© ArcelorMittal photo library

Towards carbon neutral steel with XCarb®
Decarbonisation is the most important aspect of ArcelorMittal’s long-term strategy.
We are aligning with the Paris Agreement’s goals and the European Green Deal by committing to reduce
European CO2 emissions by 35% by 2030 and be net-zero by 2050. XCarb® is designed to bring together
all of ArcelorMittal’s reduced, low and zero-carbon products and steelmaking activities. One of our first
ready-for-market XCarb® products is XCarb® recycled and renewably produced.
The synergy of scrap and
renewable electricity
In making XCarb® recycled and
renewably produced steel, ArcelorMittal
uses up to 100 percent scrap and all of
the electricity needed to transform the
scrap comes from renewable sources
such as solar and wind power. The
energy is provided by suppliers who
are connected to the same grid as our
production sites and from recently
completed power projects.

100%

green electricity

The guarantees of an external certification
Each tonne of steel produced under the XCarb® recycled
and renewably produced label will have its own production
certificate.

Environmental Product Declaration
Up to 100%
recycled scrap

This combination allows ArcelorMittal
to offer steel with very low embodied
carbon.

90% reduction with two complementary carbon partners
When lean design using high strength HISTAR® 460 sections is
combined with XCarb® recycled and renewably produced steel,
designers can drive down low carbon solutions. Pairing a low
embodied carbon manufacturing process with high strength steel
can deliver carbon reductions of up to 90%.

ArcelorMittal can also release an Environmental Product
Declaration (EPD) for each product family produced under
XCarb® recycled and renewably produced conditions. The EPD
details the complete environmental impact of the specific
product range.
ArcelorMittal estimates that XCarb® recycled and renewably
produced steel will have a carbon footprint as low as 0.3 tonnes
of CO2e per tonne of steel when made with 100% scrap.

XCarb®

HISTAR®
Scan for more
information

COMMENT

Market shares and
demand outlook strengthen

T

Nick Barrett - Editor

here is a lot of encouraging news around giving confidence that the outlook for the economy is positive
for at least the next two years or so. The worst of the pandemic seems to be behind us and the road
has been cleared for people to start returning to work in offices again. Developer confidence should be
boosted as scenarios of deserted offices abate, and demand from the hospitality and leisure sectors is sure to
follow.
UK business investment is forecast to rebound strongly this year, helped by a government tax incentive - the
super-deduction - and asset owners dealing with a backlog of needed upgrades. UK companies are estimated to
have cash reserves that have swollen by over £140bn since the pandemic started, so money is there to fund it.
The optimism is supported by forecasts from the Office for Budget Responsibility and the Bank of England. The
Confederation of British Industry says the share of businesses planning to invest in plant and machinery is at its
highest for 33 years. Caveats can also be found - many bets might be off if a deadlier or more infectious COVID-19
variant emerges for example. But the balance of opinion among forecasters is optimistic.
This is reflected in steel construction sector forecasts, with market researchers Construction Markets
forecasting strong growth in 2022 and 2023, to take output of constructional steelwork above 900,000 tonnes for
the first time since the financial crisis of 2008 (see News). Growth was strong in 2021, rising by almost 17% to
803,000 tonnes, and another 10% should be achieved this year before settling down to around 2% growth in 2023.
The accompanying Market Shares Survey from Construction Markets - the most comprehensive
independently-produced survey of its type, in a series stretching back to 1980 - shows that steel increased market
share significantly in key sectors like single storey buildings and multi-storey commercial developments. Those
markets were themselves growing, with single storey industrial buildings demand growing by over 14%.
Government investment in healthcare, education and low carbon energy production are among factors likely to
support demand for steel over the next few years.
Last year’s performance was achieved against a harsh background of global factors including the pandemic,
disrupted supply chains, and rising raw materials prices that hit all construction materials. The spotlight was
turned on the implications for climate change of all economic activities by the COP26 event in Glasgow.
Steel was not alone in rising above the challenges, but certainly showed the strength of its supply chain, and a
willingness to collaborate to find solutions and ease the path over the broad-based challenges that COVID-19 and
supply disruptions threw up.
Growing market share in last year’s rising market proves that key messages about steel’s inherent sustainability
and other advantages are appreciated by clients and designers of their projects. Publication of the zero-carbon
Roadmap last year points the way forward for steel to play its full part in combatting climate change, improving
carbon related performance year by year at a pace to support government targets.
In an inflationary environment steel still provides the most cost-effective framing solutions, and has a supply
chain proven to be resilient in the face of the unexpected. But if the forecasts prove accurate, it will be good to get
back to rising to ‘normal’ challenges.

HEADLINE SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS
Barnshaw Section Benders Limited | Ficep UK Ltd | Hempel | Tension Control Bolts Ltd | Voortman Steel Machinery
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Steelwork strengthens structural frames market share
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Steelwork continues to be the structural
framing material of choice for a number
of key construction sectors, according
to the latest survey from independent
market research consultants Construction
Markets.
The 2021 survey, commissioned by Steel
for Life and the British Constructional
Steelwork Association (BCSA), is the
latest in a series going back to 1980 and
is thought to be the biggest of its type in
the UK, involving over 750 interviews with
construction specifiers.
The overall structural frames market
in the UK for 2021 increased by 14.1%,
which reflects a positive recovery, but still
slightly down on the pre-pandemic results
for 2019. Steelwork’s overall market share
stood at 42.1%, the biggest share of any
material.
Steelwork has traditionally dominated
the single storey non-domestic market for
industrial-type buildings and in 2021 it had
a 93.3% market share, compared to 92.4%

Steel

Insitu Concrete

Precast Concrete

Load Bearing Masonry

Timber

The market for structural frames – multi-storey private office buildings by types of framing materials, Great Britain 2021

in 2020. Year on year, the sector, which
accounts for almost 50% of the overall
structural steelwork market by tonnage,
increased by 14.4% with a total floor area
of 10,427,000m2.
In the multi-storey non-domestic

sector, steelwork’s share for 2021 was up
from 64.7% in 2020 to 65.5%. Within this
sector, steel accounted for 76.9% of the
private offices market, an all-time high,
surpassing the 73.8% it took in 2020.
Steelwork’s market share was also up

for multi-storey private retail buildings
(59.2% compared to 59.1% in 2020), multistorey public educational buildings (59.7%
compared to 58.8% in 2020) and multistorey public health buildings (49.2% from
49% in 2020).

Steel progressing on Belfast
office landmark
More than 700t of structural steelwork is
being erected to form the 11-storey Paper
Exchange commercial scheme in Belfast
city centre.
Working on behalf of main contractor
Heron Bros., the steelwork is being
fabricated, supplied and erected by
Ballykine Structural Engineers.
Aiming to achieve a BREEAM
‘Excellent’ rating, the building will
offer 18,500m2 of Grade A office space
alongside ground floor retail outlets on a
prime city centre plot.
According to Todd Architects, the
building has been designed as an
outstanding example of innovation, light,
space and sustainability, The Paper
Exchange will be one of Belfast’s and

Steelwork nearing completion for major Sky facility
Requiring 6,500t of structural steelwork, Severfield is close to completing its steel
erection programme at Sky Studios Elstree.
The site covers an area greater than 17 football pitches, adjacent to the A1(M) just
north of London. There are nine main buildings in total, eight stage and production
structures, and a multi-storey car park.
Structural steelwork is playing a pivotal role in the project as all of the buildings
are steel-framed, with Severfield fabricating, supplying and erecting the entire
portfolio with the exception of the car park.
Steelwork was chosen as the framing solution because of its ability to create
flexible column-free spaces with spans of up to 54m-long.
Forming the majority of the structures, 92 trusses, weighing up to 13t, have been
erected.
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Northern Ireland's newest and most
important commercial developments.
In order to satisfy all of the client’s
design requirements, a hybrid structural
design has been chosen for this £45M
scheme. The main Chichester Street
elevation consists of an eight-storey
concrete-framed structure, topped with
three steel-framed levels, which are setback creating an outdoor terrace at the
eighth floor.
Completing the L-shaped building,
a further 10-storey steel-framed wing,
positioned at right-angles to the main
elevation, extends the structure towards
the adjacent Gloucester Street.
The project is due to complete in
January 2023.

NEWS

Sustainability specification
added to complement NSSS
The British Constructional Steelwork
Association (BCSA) has published
the 1st edition of the Sustainability
Specification for structural steelwork for
building construction, which is now freely
available on www.steelconstruction.info.
Due to come into force on 1st June,
this document will constitute a new Annex
J to the National Structural Steelwork
Specification for Building Construction
(NSSS) when revised in its 8th edition.
BCSA CEO David Moore said: “Given
demands to promote more sustainable
construction, and particularly in the
context of the climate emergency,
this document specifies general
requirements and practices for achieving
environmentally sustainable steel
building construction.”
Annex J supplements the requirements
of Clauses 1 to 11 of the NSSS and
includes guidance on both the sustainable
design of structural steelwork and the
specification for sustainable fabrication of

structural steelwork.
It requires all relevant
Environmental Product
Declarations (EPDs) to
be submitted for new
steel products, as well
as for corrosion and fire
protection systems. The annex
also covers several topics,
including steel procurement,
project specification
requirements in terms of
sustainability and reusing
structural steel.
Prepared under the guidance
of a steering committee comprised
of structural steel suppliers,
steelwork contractors, designers,
and individual sustainability experts
from the BCSA, Steel Construction
Institute, and IStructE, this Sustainability
Specification can be incorporated in the
contract documentation separately to
the NSSS by specifying the following:

Fabrication in
accordance with (i) National Structural
Steelwork Specification for Building
Construction (NSSS), 7th edition and
(ii) NSSS - Annex J - Sustainability
Specification.

Winvic appointed for UK’s largest
speculative logistics warehouse
Firethorn Trust has appointed Winvic
Construction to deliver its 42-acre
development, Link Logistics Park in
Ellesmere Port.
More than 70,600m2 of industrial
space will be created on the former
brownfield site, including a single
unit of 60,800m2, which is said to
be the biggest single cross-docked
warehouse being developed in the UK
this year.

Groundworks have completed at the
Ellesmere Port site, and construction
will begin imminently, with completion
expected by the end of this year.
Adjacent to Junction 7 of the M53 and
within a 45-minute drive of Liverpool
and Manchester airports, the multimodal industrial development lies
in close proximity to the Manchester
shipping canal, just 22 miles from the
Port of Liverpool.

Work underway at
Coventry materials
recycling facility

Steelwork erection is underway at Sherbourne Recycling’s site in
Coventry, where Clegg Group has begun constructing a 175,000
tonnes per annum state-of-the-art materials recycling facility
(MRF).
The MRF will include a large L-shaped propped portal
framed structure that will house the majority of the processing
equipment. Caunton Engineering is fabricating, supplying and
erecting 500t of steel for this building.
Described as an MRF of the future, the facility will be the
first of its kind to use Artificial Intelligence (AI) at the core of its
system to allow real-time interconnectivity between the main
sorting equipment.
Sherbourne Recycling was established in April 2021 for
the purpose of operating and maintaining the new regional
materials recycling facility on behalf of its eight local authority
shareholders, made up of Coventry, North Warwickshire,
Nuneaton and Bedworth, Rugby, Solihull, Stratford, Walsall and
Warwick.

NEWS IN BRIEF
Billington Structures has
appointed Kevin Campbell as
Managing Director. Mark Smith, CEO
of Billington, said: “I am pleased
to welcome Kevin to the Group.
He has worked in the structural
steel industry for a considerable
number of years and comes with
a wide range of experience. His
membership of the Billington Group
will further strengthen our senior
management team.”
Kier has been selected by
Bedfordshire Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust to design and
construct major new 16,700m2
clinical buildings at Luton &
Dunstable (L&D) University
Hospital. Procured through the
Crown Commercial Services (CCS)
framework, the project will improve
maternity, neonatal, theatres and
critical care services, providing new
high-tech facilities.
Sunderland City Council and
architect FaulknerBrowns have
submitted plans for a £23M
library hub, which will become
a major element of the wider
Riverside Sunderland regeneration
masterplan. The 7,300m² steel
and timber-framed building will
house libraries for children, young
people and adults; a local studies
and archives centre; creative labs;
spaces for instructed learning and
play; a café; galleries, and a hall for
performances.
Located 30 miles west of Glasgow,
the Ardgowan Distillery has
unveiled plans for a landmark
whisky distillery and visitor centre.
The project’s design is said to use
low environmental impact composite
cladding, timber and steelwork to
create a light-filled modern Nordicstyle long hall.
Developer MEPC has been given the
go-ahead to build three new office
blocks around a ruined church at
the edge of Castle Park in Bristol.
The development will replace three
1960s buildings with one ninestorey and two eight-storey office
blocks, which will also offer groundlevel shops and cafes.
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PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
The legacy of Covid
is still causing
problems, there is
still a significant
amount of money that
has been artificially
put into the system
by most western
governments. This
is causing additional demand. The consequence of
this additional demand is that we are now seeing a
relatively high inflation level at over 5% and this will
lead in turn to an increase in wage expectations and
an increase in interest rates.
In management circles some analysts talk about
Covid causing “the great resignation”, but it might
be better put as “the great migration”. Quite a few
employees have retired after considering their
financial position. However, in the main, there aren’t
enough employees to fill vacancies in companies
during normal times, never mind boom periods, and
what we are seeing is employees just moving from
company to company.
They are moving for more money in a boom market,
but whether it’s the end of this year, or the next year or
the year after, the excess money in the system will dry
up at some point and the mini-boom will end, there
will be a correction.
We have seen unsustainable material increases
and supply issues during this boom period, but there
are already signs that demand is cooling a bit and
it’s noticeable that our supply chains are coping with
the slightly reduced demand levels. Although the
UK media is inwardly focused at the goings on at the
largest party venue currently in the UK, at No 10 with
DJ Boris in residence, the rest of the world’s media
seems more interested in what might happen in the
Ukraine and Taiwan.
Let’s hope common sense prevails and these
tensions dissipate. I think what we all need is a
significant period of stability in pricing and supply
of the products we purchase, so that the amplitudes
of the peaks and troughs of our workloads stabilise.
Everybody seems to be very busy on the face of it, but
it’s not constant, there are gaps and significant delays
that cause problems to the industry. One could argue
that the industry has always been like that, yes it has
in a way, but the magnitude of the ups and downs in
the market seem to worsen.
Steel prices will most likely need to increase due
to energy prices. In addition, increases in steelwork
fabricator costs will sooner or later need to be passed
on to our clients as well as material increases. I
suspect, as yet, many fabricators are just trying their
best to pass on material increases and have not yet
fully addressed their own rising costs which are
inevitable.
One other thing that I wanted to bring to your
attention, it is not only bridge fabricators that are
quality assessed for RQSC. All BCSA members are
assessed and awarded RQSC status and, in a time
when the industry is being criticised for a lack of
quality, we think members’ RQSC status should be
more recognised by the industry as a whole. The BCSA
will be helping to communicate the value of RQSC to
our clients over the next couple of months.
Mark Denham
BCSA President
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New Steel Construction Technical
Digest now available online
New Steel
Construction’s
(NSC) sixth
Technical Digest,
which brings together
a year’s worth of
technical guidance,
is now available for
download at: www.
steelconstruction.info
Helping to keep
engineers and architects up-to-date
with the latest steel construction
related guidance, NSC’s Digest
compiles all the magazine’s
Technical Articles and Advisory
Desk Notes from 2021, which can
be downloaded as a pdf or viewed

online.
Advisory Desk
Notes reflect recent
developments in
technical standards or
new knowledge that
designers need to
be made aware of.
Some of them arise
because a question
is being frequently asked of
the steel sector’s technical advisers.
They have always been recognised
as essential reading for all involved
in the design of constructional
steelwork.
The longer Technical Articles
cover more detailed insights into

what designers need to know, often
the result of legislative changes or
changes to codes and standards.
Sometimes it is simply felt that it
would be helpful if a lot of relatively
minor changes, perhaps made
over a period of time, were brought
together in one place, so a technical
update is needed.
Some of the topics covered in
last year’s Technical Articles include
U-frame design to Eurocodes; new
fire resistance guidance; verification
of beams subject to hogging
bending moment; impact on car
park structures; revisions to lateral
torsional buckling; and composite
construction.

Contract signed for major
Covent Garden redevelopment
London-based real estate
developer, Seaforth, has signed a
contract with BAM Construction to
deliver the £110M refurbishment
of Space House, a landmark Grade
II listed building set across two
interconnected buildings in the
capital’s Covent Garden.
Designed by Richard Seifert
& Partners, Space House was
completed in 1968 and is known
for its innovative architecture and
brutalist cruciform façade. The
building was first occupied by the
Civil Aviation Authority and will
now be brought back to life with an
extensive redevelopment to deliver
a highly sustainable, BREEAM

‘Outstanding’ building.
Squire and Partners has led the
redesign of the buildings which
will include the construction of two
new floors of office accommodation
on top of the existing 15-storey
tower, a top floor extension to the
interconnected eight-storey block
and reconfiguration of the internal
cores and basement levels.
Chris Railston-Brown,
Development Director, Seaforth,
said: “This is a great step forward
for the Central London office market
and reinforces our commitment to
delivering exciting new spaces and
opportunities. Space House will
offer market leading and sustainable

office space in Central London, and
we are looking forward to working
with the BAM Construction team to
bring Space House to life.”
Enabling works are underway
and main construction work is
scheduled to begin in April, with a
planned completion in mid-2023.

Contractor named for
Peterborough logistics hub
Glencar Construction has been
appointed by real estate investor and
developer, Firethorn Trust to build
three distribution centres on a 21acre site in Peterborough.
Known as Kingston Park and
close to the A1(M) at Junction 17,
the development will create around
46,500m2 of logistics space and is
expected to be complete by late 2022.
The scheme is targeting a BREEAM
‘Excellent’ rating, with numerous
sustainable infrastructure features

such as photovoltaic panels as
standard, 48 electric vehicle charging
points, and extensive roof lighting.
Paul Martin, Development Director
at Firethorn Trust, said: “We were
impressed by Glencar’s considerable
track record in delivering highquality facilities of this nature, and
look forward to working closely
with the team to bring our vision for
Peterborough to life.
“This highly-specified, net-zero
carbon development has been

designed to continue driving
investment and employment
opportunities within what has
become one of the UK’s fastest
growing regions. We are now in
prime position to bring the scheme
forward at pace, as we look to quickly
meet increasing occupier demand
for quality, sustainable and flexible
logistics spaces.”

NEWS

Dynamic load testing completed
on Lindapter clamping systems
Manufacturer Lindapter has had
its steelwork clamping systems
independently tested for dynamic
loading in accordance with EN 1993-1-9:
Design of steel structures – Part 1-9:
Fatigue.
The company said it commissioned
independent load testing of its HolloBolt Type AF and Type AAF products in
order to offer structural engineers and
specifiers an economic and technically
improved connection compared to

welding or bolting for dynamic load
applications.
The independent procedure involved
a number of tests performed at different
load levels from 10,000 to 2.5 million
cycles in order to determine suitable
detail categories.
Results from the testing were then
used to calculate Safe Working Loads,
including a factor of safety.
Typical applications with dynamic
loads present include bridges and bridge

refurbishment; cranes and crane rails;
lifting equipment; conveyor systems, and
manufacturing machinery.

The design data can be downloaded
at: www.lindapter.com

Contractor named for Sunderland gigafactory

The Wates Group and Turner & Townsend
have been appointed by Envision AESC
to lead the design and project manage

the build of its advanced car battery
gigafactory at the International Advanced
Manufacturing Park (IAMP), which spans

50 hectares of land in South Tyneside and
Sunderland.
The £450M gigafactory will form part
of a £1bn partnership with Nissan UK
and Sunderland City Council to create
an electric vehicle (EV) hub to deliver
the next generation of electric vehicle
production at IAMP, and will play a
critical role in decarbonising both UK
manufacturing and transport.
Chris Caygill, Managing Director of
the Envision AESC battery plant, said:
“We are pleased to be working with both

New office
neighbourhood
for east London’s
Stratford

joint venture partnership dedicated to
the development of a new office-led
neighbourhood at International Quarter
London (IQL) in Stratford, east London.
The partnership has initially
committed to developing the Turing
Building, one of four major new office
buildings planned for IQL. They are
expected to provide a total development
area of 148,000m2 when fully
developed, with an estimated gross
development value of approximately
£1.5bn.
IQL is located at the gateway of the
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park and

benefits from proximity
to amenities within the
Olympic Park itself as
well as the Westfield
Stratford shopping
centre and the new
leisure, culture and
higher education
offer at the East Bank
development.
Construction on the
Turing Building, which
has been designed by award-winning
architects Arney Fender Katsalidis, is
expected to begin later this year. Once

Lendlease and Canada Pension Plan
Investment Board (CPP Investments)
have expressed a vote of confidence
in the London office market through
the establishment of a new 50:50

Diary

Wates Group and Turner & Townsend as
key partners in this next stage of our UK
gigafactory development. Each brings
unique strengths to the project that
will help deliver a world-class battery
manufacturing facility essential to helping
the UK automotive industry transition
to a fully electrified future. Together
with smart, digitally integrated clean
energy generation, storage and use in
our battery plants, we are supporting the
global transition towards net-zero carbon
energy targets.”

complete, it will provide 32,500m2 of
flexible Grade A workspace, retail space
and a boutique cinema.

For SCI events contact Jane Burrell, tel: 01344 636500 email: education@steel-sci.com web: https://portal.steel-sci.com/trainingcalendar.html
Wed 9, Thu 10, Wed 16, Thu 17 Feb, 2022
EC4 Composite Design Course
Online
This course will cover the design of composite
beams and slabs with reference to Eurocode 4
for composite construction (BS EN 1994).
Combining steel and concrete so that they act
together structurally in composite elements can
lead to very efficient frame solutions. Common
problems and misunderstandings will also be
highlighted during the course, as well as
detailing recommendations. Please note that
this course covers buildings but not bridges.

Tuesday 15 February, 2022
Welding Technology Part 2 Structural Design of Welds
Webinar, SCI/BCSA members only
This second webinar will cover weld design –
fillet welds, butt welds and partial penetration
welds, all in accordance with the Eurocodes.
Wed 2, Thu 3, Wed 9, Thu 10 March, 2022
Steel Connection Design Course
Online
This course is for designers and technicians
wanting practical tuition in steel connection

design. The course concentrates on the design
of nominally-pinned connections, in accordance
with BS EN 1993-1-8, considering vertical
shear and tying. The Eurocode approach to the
design of moment resisting connections will be
discussed, anticipating that software will be
used for the design of these connections.
Bracing connections, bases, splices, welded
joints and non-standard connections will all be
covered. The Eurocode rules for ordinary and
pre-loaded assemblies will be discussed.
Critical design checks and rules of thumb will be
identified, for preliminary connection sizing.
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Commercial extension
Two existing office blocks that span over some of London
Victoria’s busiest railway lines are both being enlarged with new
steel-framed floors.

T

he drive to make the construction
industry more sustainable is currently
in full swing and one area that will
help realise this requirement - and has
quickly been taken up in many city centres - is the
reuse of existing structures.
This type of development can include the
retention of an existing façade and constructing
a new building within, as well as strengthening,
enlarging and extending older structures.
In terms of energy consumption, reusing
or adapting an existing building has a number
of environmental benefits. Using the existing
structure reduces the use of new materials and
the environmental impacts and CO₂ emissions
associated with their production, while the
embodied energy of the existing material is
preserved and not wasted. Another plus is the
fact that waste resulting from demolition is also
avoided.
Steel construction is ideally suited to this type
of work as new steel extensions can simply be
bolted to existing steel frames and even added to
concrete buildings. Extending a structure upwards

10
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will usually require strengthening works to existing
columns, while below ground, foundations in
many cases have spare capacity to accept the extra
loadings of lightweight extensions.
With little or no foundation work to be
undertaken, extending or enlarging an existing
structure can often be a cost-effective alternative to
building a completely new project.
An example of this type of work is being
undertaken in central London on a project known
as the Hub Victoria. It consists of a three-storey
steel-framed extension to the top of two existing
steel-framed buildings - 123 & 151 Buckingham
Palace Road (BPR).
As well as providing an additional 9,290m² of
office space, the project also includes new ground
floor retail units, a new dedicated entrance lobby
and lift, and improvements to the public realm.
Constructing a rooftop extension alongside
a busy central London thoroughfare, and above
railway lines, means this project has had to
overcome a number of logistical challenges.
“We have to liaise with a number of stakeholders,
such as Green Line buses who have stops at the

rear of our site, TfL, because we’ve taken over a
stretch of BPR bus lanes for our loading bay, and
Network Rail as our entire site is positioned above
their railway lines,” explains McLaren Operations
Director Gavin Turnbull.
The existing five-storey buildings at 123 and
151 BPR sit atop a concrete slab over deep steel
girders and secondary steel beams forming a raft
structure that spans over platforms nine to 19 at
London Victoria Station. Working on the raft and
disrupting one of the capital’s busiest rail terminals
was not an option the project team wanted, and so,
after thorough surveys and design checks, it was
ascertained that the raft transfer structure and its
foundations had spare capacity for a lightweight
steel-framed extension.
“The raft and foundations were constructed
in the mid-1980s and the buildings above date
from a few years later. It may well be that the raft
structure and foundations were designed and built
at a time when there may not have been a specific
design intent for the buildings above,” says Peter
Dann Consulting Engineers’ Senior Engineer Pedro
Lopes.
“As such, we found a substantial latent capacity
in this structure through our design checks.”
Even though the foundations and raft have been
reused without the need for remedial measures,
a small percentage of the existing columns had to
be strengthened at ground level prior to the new
steelwork being erected.

COMMERCIAL
FACT FILE

HUB Victoria, London
Main client: GAW Capital
Architect: Morrow + Lorraine
Main contractor:
McLaren Construction
Structural engineer:
Peter Dann Consulting Engineers
Steelwork contractor:
Caunton Engineering
Steel tonnage: 1,400t

“This project is unique. The majority of the
steelwork package is a vertical extension,
with connections being made to the existing
roof through the concrete slab. Off-loading
and accessing the new frame is also extremely
challenging given that the majority of the
existing services are still in place and live.”

Visualisation of
the completed
scheme.

Another challenge is the fact that 123 BPR
is occupied and so the construction – and the
strengthening works – has had to be organised
around a functioning office block. Luckily,
the adjacent 151 BPR has been vacant for the
early stages of the project, but a refurbishment
programme is about to start in this building, adding

The majority of the new steelwork
has been erected during the
inclement winter months.

some more complexity to the overall job.
At roof level, the existing columns had to be
exposed, ready for new steel-to-steel connections.
The area then had to be made watertight to prevent
any water ingress to the offices below.
Stretching across the rooftops of both
adjacent buildings, the new three-storey office

extension is H-shaped on plan, with the central
area incorporating a 10m-wide bridging element
connecting the two structures.
The two upright parts of the H-shape extend
along the western and eastern elevations, while at
either end of the building, the open parts of the
shape are connected by feature steel-framed open ▸12
Model highlighting the new
rooftop steel frames and the
ground floor retail extensions.
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The steelwork is being erected around
existing plant and roof lights, that are to
be incorporated into the new design.

▸11 wall panels that enclose new rooftop terraces.
As well as forming outdoor areas, the open
rooftop zones also accommodate existing roof
lights that have had to be accommodated into the
new scheme.
All of the steelwork, which is being fabricated,
supplied and erected by Caunton Engineering, is
lifted into place by the site’s three tower cranes. It
is being erected in a grid pattern that matches the
existing columns below and consists of primary
and secondary cellular beams, used for service
integration, supporting a concrete slab with metal
decking to create a composite flooring solution.
"This project is unique. The majority of
the steelwork package is a vertical extension,
with connections being made to the existing
roof through the concrete slab. Off-loading

Steelwork forms new shop fronts,
enhancing the public realm along
Buckingham Palace Road.
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and accessing the new frame is also extremely
challenging given that the majority of the existing
services are still in place and live,” explains
Caunton Engineering Contracts Manager Gary
Hatton.
Erecting the rooftop steelwork has not been
straightforward as the existing plant, such as
chillers, are in use and need to be kept operational
throughout the project. The new steel had to be
erected around the existing plant, and once a new
three-storey element was completed, the plant was
relocated to new rooftop positions, freeing up those
areas for the new construction to begin.
The two rooftop bridges sit either side of the
extension’s dedicated steel-framed lift shaft that
will offer access to the new floors from a new lobby
area being created at ground level.

The creation of the lobby extension has also been
undertaken in and around a ‘live’ environment, as
the existing lobby serves both 123 and 151 BPR.
Further steelwork is being erected at ground
floor level to create five retail units. The original
buildings had a 5m-deep overhang starting at level
one, sheltering some of the pavement along the
main road. This overhang is being infilled with new
steelwork forming shopfronts that are flush with
the building above.
Summing up, Mr Turnbull says: “Much of the
original steelwork is exposed and so the new steel
extensions follow the same architectural design.
The existing steel will be getting a new coat of paint
in order to make the entire scheme look similar.”
The Hub Victoria is due to complete in early
2023. T

Steel
construction’s
Sustainability
Speciﬁcation

The Sustainability Speciﬁcation
can be downloaded at

www.steelconstruction.info

© 2021, Trimble Inc. All rights reserved

This 1st edition of the
Sustainability Speciﬁcation
for structural steelwork
providing general
requirements and
practices for achieving
environmentally
sustainable steel
building construction is
now freely available on
www.steelconstruction.info.
Due to come into force on 1st June, this
document will constitute a new Annex J to the
National Structural Steelwork Speciﬁcation for
Building Construction (NSSS) when revised in its 8th
edition.
Annex J supplements the requirements of Clauses
1 to 11 of the NSSS and includes guidance on both
the sustainable design and sustainable fabrication
of structural steelwork.
It requires all relevant Environmental Product
Declarations (EPDs) to be submitted for new
steel products as well as for corrosion and ﬁre
protection systems. The annex also covers topics
including steel procurement, project speciﬁcation
requirements in terms of sustainability, and reusing
structural steel.
Prepared under the guidance of a steering
committee comprised of structural steel
suppliers, steelwork contractors, designers, and
individual sustainability experts from the BCSA,
Steel Construction Institute, and IStructE, this
Sustainability Speciﬁcation can be incorporated in
the contract documentation separately to the NSSS
by specifying the following:
Fabrication in accordance with (i) National
Structural Steelwork Speciﬁcation for Building
Construction (NSSS), 7th edition and (ii) NSSS Annex J – Sustainability Speciﬁcation.
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“With spans of up to 45m, the use
of steelwork for the truss system
is key to delivering a sustainable
design solution.”

The ground floor trusses
incorporate architectural
V-shaped diagonal steel
members.

Trusses support
super Nova at Victoria
The second phase of the Nova development in central London is
once again using structural steelwork’s numerous attributes for
the 17-storey n2 commercial building.

L

ocated directly opposite the main
entrance to London Victoria Station, the
Nova scheme has transformed a large
swathe of previously rundown land into a
vibrant office, retail and residential destination.
The initial phase of work was completed in

One 53t truss section
had to be lifted into
place during a night time
road closure.
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2016 and consisted of two steel-framed mixed-use
buildings as well as a residential apartment block
(see NSC Nov/Dec 2015). Steel construction is now
playing a leading role in phase two as a 17-storey
office building is now under construction.
Being built to the east of the existing Nova

scheme, on a plot directly behind the Victoria
Palace Theatre, the structure known as n2 will
offer 14,800m² of office space along with terraces
on the upper levels. A new public realm will be
incorporated into the scheme, connecting n2 into
the entire Nova development.
Explaining the unique design of the project,
Landsec Project Director Damien Bettles says:
“Built on one of London’s most bustling sites, n2
can only be supported on a small number of large
diameter foundation piles positioned in between
London Underground and Thames Water assets.
“To overcome this challenge, the ground floor
and first floor spaces are cleverly designed around
a system of steelwork trusses, able to transfer
the optimised commercial grid of the 17-storey
commercial superstructure to the foundation piles.
With spans of up to 45m, the use of steelwork for
the truss system is key to delivering a sustainable
design solution.”
Landsec are signatories to SteelZero, and the
developer says it is encouraging steel producers
to decarbonise steel production, and a proportion
of the steel it has used on n2 comes from recycled
sources.
“By joining SteelZero, we’ve made a
commitment to transition to 100% of our steel
requirement to be net-zero by 2050 and to
transition 50% of our steel requirement to meet
the SteelZero interim criteria by 2030,” adds Mr
Bettles.
As the space to install new foundations was
very limited, the only option was to install a few
very deep piles, with one of them as close as 1.5m
to a London Underground tunnel. To achieve the
required capacity, some of these piles had to be
designed to reach depths of almost 80m, which is
said to make them the deepest piles in London.

COMMERCIAL
FACT FILE

n2, Victoria, London
Main client: Landsec
Executive architect: Veretec
Main contractor: Mace
Structural engineer: Robert Bird Group
Steelwork contractor: William Hare
Steel tonnage: 3,300t
Structural steelwork starts at ground level; sat
atop a concrete basement substructure. In total,
there are eight trusses all positioned at the lower
levels of the building. They not only form bridges
between the pile locations but also create columnfree spaces for the ground, first and second floors.
The ground floor will accommodate the entrance
lobby and a business lounge, while levels one and
two are plant rooms; office accommodation begins
at level three.
“We worked together with the client and
architect to provide the optimum superstructure
grid for the scheme. However, due to the presence
of the assets below ground, we needed to design a
series of internal and external trusses to transfer
all superstructure loads down to foundation,” says
Robert Bird Group Associate Director Alejandro
Cruz.
“For the external trusses, the preferred option
was a series of architectural trusses that extend
from ground floor to level two. To better integrate
those with the external envelope of the building,
the V-shaped diagonals will be wrapped with in-situ
concrete. We integrated the internal trusses within
the plant room area located at levels one and two.”
Three trusses ring the majority of the structure’s
perimeter – but one portion of the northern
elevation has a more traditional beam and column
design, due to the availability of more piles in this
area.
Probably the two most visible trusses are known
as A and 6A and they form the main southern and
eastern façades of the building. They both start
at ground level and extend up to the underside of
level two.
Truss A measures 44m-long and is 10m-high,
and was brought to site in transportable sections
and then erected in-situ. Typically, truss A, along
with all of the other trusses, is fabricated from steel
plate ranging in thickness from 25mm to 75mm.
A slightly different erection procedure was
needed for truss 6A, as its bottom chord needed to
be installed as a complete 27m-long section.
“This bottom chord is fabricated from 150mmthick plate as the loads on this side of the building
required a more robust truss,” explains William
Hare Project Director Richard Mosek.
Welding up this truss on site would have been
too time consuming, so the complete 53t bottom
chord was brought to site and lifted into place as
one piece. Using a 450t-capacity mobile crane, the
lift was completed during an overnight weekend
closure of the adjacent thoroughfare.
Once in place, the remaining members of the
10m-high 6A truss - the connecting struts and the
top chord - were subsequently brought to site in
transportable pieces, and erected in-situ using
bolted connections.
Another truss, known as 3A, is also located at

The completed n2 building will
be a landmark addition to the
Nova Victoria scheme.

ground level and also extends up to the underside
of level two. Situated along the western elevation,
abutting an adjacent building, this 22m-long truss
will not be in view in the completed scheme.
Much of the ground floor footprint, set within
the V-shaped truss columns, forms public realm,
with the reception area and first floor both set-back
towards the western elevation.
The second-floor plant level covers the
structure’s entire footprint as do the office levels
that extend upwards from level three. Adding some
architectural interest, the uppermost office floors
incorporate balconies and terraces.
A further five bridging trusses help to create the
open-plan column-free spaces for the lower floors,
while also supporting the columns for the upper
levels. The office accommodation is based around a
regular 9m × 10.5m column grid pattern and so the
trusses are needed to support columns that do not
extend down to ground level.

“We took advantage of the level one and two
plant rooms by integrating the internal trusses
between those levels. This also gave us the
opportunity to provide an open reception area at
ground floor with the installation of a few columns
to provide support to the internal trusses,” adds
Mr Cruz.
The internal trusses begin at level one and
extend up to second or third floor level, with the
exception of trusses C and D that span between
floors two and three. Typically, these trusses are up
to 35m-long and 7.5m-high, and were all delivered
to site piece-small and assembled in-situ.
Summing up, Landsec Head of Occupier Markets
Matt Flood says: “With Nova firmly established as
a West End destination, n2 will provide fantastic
spaces for our future customers to bring their
talent together in a healthy and sustainable
environment.”
The n2 scheme is due to complete in mid-2023. T
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Steel frame completes masterplan
Structural steelwork has ticked all of the boxes for the successful completion of the final
distribution centre at ICON Harlow

C

onstruction activity in the distribution
sector shows little sign of waning, as
shopping habits change, more and more
out-of-town distribution warehouses
are needed to supply online retail outlets.
Sometimes referred to as sheds, distribution
centres vary in size, from small buildings covering
a few hundred square metres to enormous
warehouses with a floor space equivalent to
multiple football pitches. One thing that does not
change is the fact they are invariably built with
structural steelwork, as the material dominates the
framing systems used in this sector with a market
share exceeding 95%.
Clients like the speed of construction that can
be achieved using steel, while distribution centres
usually require large internal column-free spaces,
which are best formed with a steel portal frame
design.
“From cradle-to-grave, steel offers re-use and
recycling opportunities without degradation
of its performance properties, unlike any other
main framing material, making steel the only
real contender that ticks all the required boxes
of time, cost and sustainability for industrial
buildings,” says Saunders Architects Associate
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Director Kerry White.
Mr White is specifically referring to ICON
Harlow, an 18-hectare site occupying a brownfield
plot previously used for a GlaxoSmithKline facility.
ICON Harlow will, on completion, offer over
65,000m² of distribution space in five warehouse
buildings, each with dedicated access, servicing and
car parking.
The north-west Essex town of Harlow is in an
area viewed as an ideal location for distribution
centres. London is less than 30 minutes away,
and ICON is just over four miles from the M11
motorway and some of the major routes to the
Midlands and the North of England.
Known as Building E, this distribution centre
is the fifth structure on the site and concludes the
overall masterplan.
Building E is the first distribution centre on
the site that main contractor ISG and steelwork
contractor Billington Structures have built, but
Saunders Architects and structural engineer
Fairhurst have been involved in the overall project
from its original site acquisition in 2016, through
planning and delivery stages.
As well as the construction of the distribution
centres and a multi-storey van park over the last

two years, the work has also ensured the scheme
fits into the surrounding area with a landscape
strategy, that has retained and enhanced the
existing landscaping around the perimeter of the
site and introduced new green areas to support a
wide range of species that support the local ecology.
Measuring 145m-long × 65m-wide and
12.7m-high, Building E is not only the last structure
to be built at ICON Harlow, it is also the largest
and will offer 10,390m² of floor space.
The main warehouse part of the structure
has two 32.5m-wide spans, formed with two
pitched portal frames. The perimeter columns
are set at 8m bays, while internally, the one line
of valley columns is arranged in a hit-and-miss
configuration, creating more valuable floor space.
The spans are formed with a series of rafters
that have a splice at midpoint. The two sections
were lifted into place individually, using two mobile
cranes, and all of the bolted connections were
completed while the steelwork was being held aloft.
Stability for the building is achieved from the
portalised frames and cross bracings, which are
located in each corner of the structure so as not to
interfere with the all-important dock levellers, of
which there are ten.

DISTRIBUTION
FACT FILE

ICON Harlow
Main client: Stoford
Architect: Saunders Architects
Main contractor: ISG
Structural engineer: Fairhurst
Steelwork contractor: Billington Structures
Steel tonnage: 350t

Building E, bottom left
and the adjacent Amazon
unit, bottom right,
formed phase two of the
ICON scheme.

Groundworks

B

Cladding installation followed
on behind the completed
steelwork programme.

“Steel was the most efficient means of achieving
the required clear spans and to meet construction
programme,” adds Mr White.
“The speed of erection was important as the
building needs to be watertight as quickly as
possible to allow the internal trades to join the
critical path at the earliest opportunity. With a steel
structure and an optimised purlin design we could
hit the sweet spot in efficient frame design and also
maximise the distance between outer columns thus
reducing the amount steelwork and foundations.”
Having an experienced sub-contractor on board
early on in the project is essential to take advantage
of the benefits of building with steel. A quickly
proposed steel frame design, together with timely
approval of the fabrication drawings from the
wider design team, meant that the design process
was completed on time and handed back to the
specialist fabrication and installations teams.
Highlighting steelwork’s speed of programme,
Billington Structures were contracted to complete
the steel erection work in six weeks and, despite
some inclement weather, the job was still finished
early.
Collaboration was key to the speed and success
of the steelwork erection programme, says ISG
Project Manager Kevin Clement.
“The weather was very poor and as the ground
is predominantly clay, persistent rain meant water
was very slow at draining away. Consequently, we
had to coordinate crane positions with Billington
and use sacrificial crane mats and install stone over
some of the footprint to enable a quick and safe
completion of the steel erection.”
A lot of coordination was also implemented
between trades, because although the steelwork

uilding E and the adjacent Amazon
distribution centre represent phase two
of the ICON Harlow masterplan. Prior to
the latter building being erected, an extensive
earthworks programme was undertaken over the
entire phase two plot.
Fairhurst Partner Hugh O’Neill says: “The phase
two land had significant level changes due to the
former uses. Following the demolition works and in
order to tie these two distribution centre plots into
the existing infrastructure, a substantial amount of
earth had to be moved across the site to form the

programme was prioritised, it was completed
while the groundworks (see box) were also being
undertaken on other parts of the site.
Within the main warehouse area, Building E
features a high-level internal plant deck, supported
by columns. Having internal plant decks is an
estate-wide feature as they are said to maintain
the building aesthetics, while offering safe access
for inspection and maintenance, which will not be
affected by external weather conditions.
Working their way out of the site towards the
plot’s access road, the final part of the building to
be erected was the western elevation that includes
a three-storey office block offering approximately
99m² of floor space.

two development plateaus. The finished levels were
designed to minimise the amount of excess spoil to
be removed from site”
“In some areas, the plot was backfilled to a depth
of 2.5m and a ground improvement scheme, utilising
cement stabilisation techniques, was adopted to
allow the buildings to be supported on traditional
pad foundations with the warehouse slabs being
ground bearing.”
Allowing a seven-day curing period for the pad
foundations, the steelwork erection for Building E
closely followed on behind the groundworks. T

The offices are formed with a traditional beam
and column design, creating clear column-free
spaces. The steelwork supports metal decking and
concrete topping for a composite flooring solution.
Building E has achieved a BREEAM ‘Very
Good’ rating and it incorporates a number of
sustainability features including future-proofing for
PV roof panels, electric vehicle charging points with
a capacity to allow for more points in the future,
energy efficient water equipment and fittings, while
an increased building fabric performance with very
low air leakage means that the building services
have a lower energy consumption during operation.
The speculatively-built Building E was completed
in December 2021. T

The warehouse has two
32.5m-wide spans.
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Repurposing a
landmark
Forming part of the wider redevelopment of Glasgow’s Kelvin
Hall, a structurally-independent steel-framed film and television
studio is being constructed inside one of its main halls.
Pictured far left, the Kelvin
Hall Film & Broadcast Hub
is in hall three.
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O

riginally built to house large national
and international exhibitions,
converted into a factory to build
barrage balloons during the Second
World War and subsequently used to host motor
shows, sporting events, and classical and rock
concerts, Glasgow’s Kelvin Hall has had a varied
existence since it was re-built in 1926-27.
Located a few miles west of the city centre, the
first Kelvin Hall opened in 1918 and continued
a tradition of exhibitions and entertainments on
the site including the Machinery Exhibition Hall
for the Glasgow International Exhibition of 1901.
Unfortunately, the first Kelvin Hall building was
rather short-lived at it was destroyed by fire in
1925.
Jump forward to 2022 and Kelvin Hall – which
closed its doors in 2014 – is now in the middle of

CULTURE
FACT FILE

Kelvin Hall Film & Broadcast Hub, Glasgow
Main client: Glasgow City Council
Architect: Reiach and Hall Architects
Main contractor: City Building
Structural engineer: Woolgar Hunter
Steelwork contractor: Hescott Engineering
Steel tonnage: 300t

Part of the project includes a
separate acoustically-isolated
three-storey block.

The studio will have
retractable seating
for up to 500 people.

New steelwork weaves its
way through the existing
listed concrete roof
structure.

a redevelopment programme, which has already
seen two of its four halls return to life as upgraded
exhibition space, a sports centre, and a health and
fitness club.
Phase two is now underway, which includes the
construction of the steel-framed Kelvin Hall Film
& Broadcast Hub, which is set within hall number
three.
Once complete, the facility will be operated by
BBC Studioworks, a commercial subsidiary of the
BBC which provides studios and post-production
services to the TV industry.
Co-funded by Glasgow City Council and the
Scottish Government, the facility will house a
wide array of entertainment shows across multiple
genres. It will become the Scottish hub for major
TV broadcasters and production companies and
will help meet the growing demand for TV shows

in Scotland, providing studio space and postproduction services to companies including the
BBC, ITV, STV, Sky, Channel 4 and Netflix.
Kelvin Hall is a listed structure and an example
of early reinforced concrete construction.
Consequently, it is important that any new
construction within any of the halls is structurallyindependent and does not touch the existing
building fabric at any point. The main halls
(including hall three) are formed with a series of
33.5m-long arched trusses, set at 5.75m centres and
supported by 16.7m-high columns.
Due to the conservation restrictions, the new
Film & Broadcast Hub is formed with a steel frame
positioned within the existing column line, while at
roof level the new steelwork has been erected under,
over and through the concrete trusses to form a new
self-contained box.
Woolger Hunter Project Engineer Paula Pappas
says: “Steel is lightweight and efficient and allowed
an elegant structural design.
“Essentially, the building is a braced box with
perimeter steel bracing, with secondary and tertiary
steel supporting layers for TV cameras and access.”
The steel frame is divided into two parts that are
acoustically isolated from each other; a columnfree studio measuring 28m-long x 30m-wide, and a
three-storey element that will contain recording and
production suites, costume rooms, green rooms and
workshops.
Prior to the new steelwork arriving on site, a
thorough laser point cloud survey of the existing

building was undertaken in order to detect any
potential clashes.
“This was very important as the steelwork has
been erected very close to the concrete frame in
places, particularly in the roof where the main rafters
are positioned below the existing trusses, while
secondary members and gantry supporting steelwork
is above, with some connecting beams passing
through the trusses,” says Hescott Engineering
Director Chris Scott.
The results from the survey had to be closely
coordinated with the foundations to ensure the new
structure aligned perfectly with the old and avoided
any clashes with the existing structure.
“We were working with extremely tight tolerances
of up to 50mm, so another thorough survey was
needed to ensure each pile cap was in its exact position,
because any slight discrepancy would have resulted in
clashes between the new and old structures,” adds City
Building Senior Contracts Manager Martin Bredin.
The studio part of the project is formed with a
series of 27.5m-long roof girders, that create the
column-free space below. The plate girders are
positioned to fit in between the existing concrete
bow-string arches and are at 5.6m centres.
The five roof girders are each 1.35m-deep and
have been designed for specific loadings which will
be exerted by not only the roof of the studio box but
also various props and equipment that could be hung
from the steelwork.
The plate girders were transported to Kelvin Hall
in three pieces, with the bolted connections made on
site, before the assembled 20t sections were lifted
into place. Subsequently, a grillage of secondary
steelwork has been installed to restrain the top and
bottom flanges of girders.
Above the roof girders, an independent structural
steel frame has been installed to support lighting
rigs, scenery hoists and associated equipment.
High level maintenance walkways will span the
perimeter of the walls on two sides with access to
the production suite rooms behind, while within the
studio there will retractable audience seating for
▸20
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Tricky bolted connections, for
the new steelwork, are made
close to the existing structure.

▸19 approximately 500 people.
Adjoining the acoustically-isolated studio, the
three-storey element is a separate braced frame,
based around a 6m x 7m column grid pattern. A
composite solution has been used, with steel beams
supporting metal decking and a concrete topping.
Each of the three floors has a central corridor,
spanned with cellular beams for service integration
and also allowing the services to be routed into the
rooms on either side.
Attached to the outside elevation of the threestorey structure, a tubular steel framework,
designed to look like scaffolding, will be erected.

Plate girders

One of the roof
girders is manouvred
into place.

This architectural feature is intended to highlight
the building’s entrance and will also accommodate
walkways at first and second floor level.
The new steelwork elements occupy
approximately half of hall three’s footprint. The
remainder of the floor space will be given over to
scenery storage areas to the north of the studio, while
the area to the south of the three-storey frame will
cater for seating, bars and other amenities for people
waiting to enter the Hub.
Overall development will also see the renovation
of Kelvin Hall’s main entrance and foyer, while
further work is planned for the adjacent hall four.

Summing up, Councillor Susan Aitken, Leader of
Glasgow City Council, says: "BBC Studioworks will
draw on their wealth of experience in the industry to
develop Kelvin Hall as an important and attractive
film and television location, continuing Glasgow's
rise in this sector.
“Kelvin Hall will be a nationally significant
production facility that will enable productions and
jobs to stay and grow in the city, further driving the
development of our thriving creative industries, and
adding to Glasgow's economic growth."
Kelvin Hall Film & Broadcast Hub is due to open
in late 2022. T

As used at Kelvin Hall, plate girders can provide a tailor-made solution, sized to suit the
design requirements. David Brown of the SCI summarises the key stages of design.

T

he new plate girders at Kelvin Hall are an
important feature of the redevelopment,
providing the necessary column-free
space. Erection of the members within an existing
structure may be more interesting than the
structural design!
The classic approach to plate girder design is to
initially assume that the flanges carry the bending
moment and the web carries the shear. The web
is usually deep, giving a long lever arm between
the flanges for increased moment resistance and
stiffness, but only needs to be thin. Class 4 webs are
to be expected and the relatively thin webs mean
that shear buckling must be verified (so designers
must turn to BS EN 1993-1-5).
There is no point in exceeding the Class 3 limit
for the flange outstands and usually no advantage
in choosing proportions to make the flanges Class 1
or 2 – the resistance of the flange is the same. Shear
lag, covered by BS EN 1993-1-5 clause 3.1(1),
may reduce the effective area of the flange if the
outstands are large. The flanges must be checked
for plate buckling, and the combined effects of plate
buckling and shear lag (Clause 3.3(1)), but this is
not expected to significantly reduce the effective
area of the flange if it is limited to Class 3. Since the
flanges do most of the work in carrying the applied
bending moment, it can be effective to use higher
strength steel for the flanges with a lower strength
web, described in the standard as a “hybrid girder”.
Class 4 webs are more of a challenge, generally
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resulting in a triangular stress distribution but with
a proportion of the compression zone neglected.
Designers should note that according to clause
4.3(6), in the case of hybrid girders the effective
area of the web must be based on the flange
strength. Some iteration with Class 4 webs is
needed as the shape of the stress distribution,
position of the neutral axis and ineffective area in
compression are all interlinked.
Shear buckling of the web is verified in

accordance with clause 5.2 and stiffeners, if
present. Regular stiffeners act together with the
web as a truss – the stiffeners act like vertical posts
in compression and the web develops diagonal
tension forces in each panel. A stiffened solution
can increase the shear resistance by around 30% at
the expense of additional fabrication effort.
Detailed advice on the design of plate girders
is given in New Steel Construction, June and July
2017. T
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Lights, camera, action!
Work has been completed on two steel-framed purpose-built
studios that will help Liverpool realise its ambition to make itself the
go-to city in the UK for the international film industry.

A

lready favoured by filmmakers for
doubling-up for locations such as New
York and London, Liverpool is said to
be the most filmed city in the UK and
currently it is experiencing its busiest period for
film and TV production on record – despite the
COVID-19 pandemic.
A key piece in the jigsaw in retaining productions
within the region is The Depot, a landmark steelframed and purpose-built film studios project that
has recently been completed.
The Depot comprises two 1,850m² sound-proofed
film and TV production units, which are said to
provide the complete package for film producers,
The completed studios
are set to provide a
significant boost to the
local economy.
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while creating a multi-million-pound boost to the
city’s economy.
Liverpool Film Office (LFO), which is overseeing
the management of the space, is keen to find
productions that will employ local crew and work
with local businesses on training initiatives. A key
goal is to develop and strengthen the local talent
pool and secure Liverpool’s long-term ambition
to be a first-class creative and digital content
production base
It is predicted that The Depot, which is located
adjacent to the soon-to-be redeveloped Littlewoods
Pools building, will create a £24M economic boost
for the regional economy. It will also create 360

Large, column-free
spaces were a key
design requirement,
and one of the main
reasons for choosing a
steel-framed solution.

new jobs and 760 indirect jobs and forms part of
Liverpool’s 10 post-pandemic pledges to stimulate
growth.
A steel-framed design for this scheme has proven
to be the most efficient solution as the project
team wanted a quick construction programme, a
lightweight frame and two buildings containing large
column-free spaces.
According to main contractor Morgan Sindall,
flexibility is at the heart of the project’s design, as
the two steel-framed studio buildings have large
internal spaces that can be utilised for a variety
of productions and even sub-divided into smaller
zones, if required.
“This was a fast-track programme to meet the
end client’s target completion date,” explains Leach
Structural Steelwork Quantity Surveyor Patrick
Rostron.
“To achieve this, we erected both frames
simultaneously using up to four cranes at the same
time to assist with the offloading and erection of
the steelwork. This was done safely and successfully
due to the forward planning on labour, delivery and
sequence undertaken in pre-construction by Morgan
Sindall and ourselves.”
The project’s two identical 60m-long steel-framed
buildings both feature 29.5m-long clear internal
spans, creating the column-free space needed for
flexible multi-purpose buildings.
To form these clear spans a series of roof
trusses, measuring 2.3m-deep at mid-span and
spaced at 5m centres have been erected. For ease
of transportation, they were delivered to site piecesmall and assembled on the ground. Once all of the
bolted connections had been completed, the fullyassembled 2t trusses were lifted into place using two
cranes.

CULTURE

FACT FILE

The Depot, Liverpool
Main client: Liverpool City Council
Architect: Kier Professional Services
Main contractor: Morgan Sindall Construction
Structural engineer: Curtins
Steelwork contractor:
Leach Structural Steelwork
Steel tonnage: 220t

Using up to four cranes, both structures
were erected simultaneously to meet
the client's completion date.

Prior to the steelwork erection commencing,
Morgan Sindall had undertaken a comprehensive
preliminary works programme on this brownfield
site.
The land had previously been cleared of any
buildings, but Morgan Sindall still had to strip the
plot of any debris and excess topsoil, before a vibro
compaction ground improvement programme
could be done. No piling work was necessary, as
the steel frames are comparatively light and so pad
foundations have been installed to support the
structures. This foundation solution is also said to
have saved the project team valuable time.
All of the steelwork is left exposed within each
of the structures, including the stability-giving
bracings, which are located at gable ends of both
buildings.

Morgan Sindall installed the M&E for the studios,
but otherwise they left each space as a blank canvas,
as the users will dictate how the internal areas are
used and look.
Externally, the two buildings are separated by a
car park and a loading bay, which will be used for the
delivery and exiting of scenery and other production
equipment. Each of the elevations that face the
loading area have two full-height acousticallytreated roller doors, each wide enough to accept an
articulated delivery truck.
Preventing noise entering and leaving the
buildings is of utmost importance for film and TV
studios, and so as well as the doors, the steel frame
also supports acoustic roof and wall cladding panels.
Summing up, Steve Rotheram, Metro Mayor of
the Liverpool City Region, said: “Our ambitious

plans are to help make our region the ‘Hollywood
of the North’ and we have already invested £17M
to develop film studios at Littlewoods, which will
help us cater for productions from writing and
filming, right the way through to editing and postproduction.
“Our heritage, architecture, talent and people
have always helped us to attract film and TV
productions from across the globe. These new
facilities will help us keep them here and offer
the full package to productions, from providing
stunning filming backdrops to the more technical
editing and recording work.
“I’m sure that they will help us attract new jobs
and productions from around the world to the area,
as well as providing local people with world-class
training and job opportunities.” T
The all-important internal clear spans are formed by a
series of 29.5m-long roof trusses.
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Portal frames with
flexible joints using
Kleinlogel-type formulae
Single-span portal frames with flexible joints can be analysed using formulae similar to those
produced by Kleinlogel. Concept designs or “hand” checks of detailed designs can be carried out
using such methods. Richard Henderson of the SCI discusses the background.
Introduction
Adolf Kleinlogel produced a book1 containing formulae setting out the internal
bending moments and direct forces in rigid jointed frames subject to different
load cases. A selection of these for single storey goal-post and pitched portal
frames have been reproduced in the Steel Designer’s Manual (SDM) for
several editions. Their use has probably dwindled over the years due to the
promotion of additional economy using plastic design and the ease of analysis
using finite element (FE) software packages. One of the limitations on the
usefulness of the formulae published in the SDM is that none are included for
frame deflections. The formulae were produced using elastic analysis
assuming bending deformations only and can be derived using the slopedeflection equations.
In 2020, two technical articles on the calculation of joint stiffness in steel
design2,3 were published in New Steel Construction magazine. In anticipation of
increasing implementation of joint flexibility in frame design, Kleinlogel’s
formulae have been developed to include joint stiffnesses.
Structural analysis and joint stiffness
The traditional UK approach to structural analysis of frames assumes that
joints between members are either perfectly pinned or fully rigid. Members
are also assumed to have negligible size compared with the frame geometry.
In rigid-jointed frames, the distribution of bending moments and their
deflections depends on the flexural stiffness of the elements which are
assumed to be axially rigid. In general, if a joint is designed to resist the
calculated bending moment, the effect of joint stiffness is assumed to be
negligible and this assumption produces reasonable results. A historical
exception to this approach where joints designed as pinned for vertical loads
were assumed to provide resistance to wind loads was developed into the
wind-moment method of design4.
If the joints between members in a frame are not fully rigid, the bending
moments and deflections are influenced by the joints’ rotational and shear
stiffnesses. Eurocode 3 Part 85 includes sections on the calculation of the
rotational stiffness of joints and their classification by stiffness for use in
structural analysis. In the UK, the National Annex advises against the use of
semi-continuous elastic design, except where it is supported by test evidence
based on satisfactory performance in similar situations. This is because of a
lack of confidence in the accuracy of the proposed method of determining
joint stiffnesses and, consequently, in the validity of structural modelling
when such joint stiffnesses are included. The traditional approach where
joints are either assumed to be pinned or fully rigid is advocated.
In due course it is assumed that the models of joint stiffness will be
validated by testing. At such a time, the inclusion of the rotational stiffness of
joints in analysis models may well be required when considering certain kinds
of structure. For example, portal frames built using cold formed sections
often include joints that, by their nature, are of low stiffness. Allowance for
joint flexibility in this form of structure is essential. Finite element software
packages already allow the rotational stiffnesses to be included in an analysis
model, but there is no hand method of calculation readily available for
concept design of simple frames or for checking the impact of joint stiffness
on the frame bending moments and sway deflections.
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Slope-deflection equations
Readers of a certain vintage will remember that the slope-deflection (S-D)
equations are developed for a beam element and relate the end rotations and
relative displacement of the ends to the end moments; they can be derived
from consideration of the curvature along the element see Figure 1.

Figure 1: Deformation of beam element

For a beam element A-B, length L, second moment of area I, the equations are:
2EI
3𝛿𝛿
2𝛳𝛳A + 𝛳𝛳B –
M AB =
– MF
L
L
2EI
3𝛿𝛿
2𝛳𝛳A + 𝛳𝛳B –
MBA =
+ MF
L
L
where θA is the rotation or slope at end A and δ is the deflection of B relative
to A. MAB is the bending moment at A and MF is any fixed-end moment that
may be present for a given load case6. Simple statically indeterminate frames
can be analysed by using the slope-deflection equations to eliminate the
redundancies. At a joint between two elements, the sum of the internal
moments derived for each member is zero. So for elements A-B and B-C,
joined at B, MBA + MBC = 0. The assumption of axially rigid members allows
vertical and horizontal deflections at the ends of sloping members to be
related to each other.

[
[

]
]

Modified Kleinlogel Formulae
The introduction of flexible joints means
that the end rotations are increased for a
given bending moment in a joint
normally assumed to be rigid and reduced
in a joint normally assumed to be pinned,
with a corresponding redistribution of
bending moments. This principle is
already in use in the analysis and design
of portal frames as described in SCI
publication P3997. In the UK, portal
frames are often assumed to have pinned
feet in the strength analysis and this
approach produces upper-bound bending
moments in the columns and rafters. ▸26
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▸24 However, when considering sway stability and serviceability, nominal values
for the rotational stiffness of bases are usually included and this reduces eaves
deflections and global second-order effects.
To avoid complicated formulae with many terms, Kleinlogel introduced
simplifying notation for specific frames. For the case of a uniform load w
applied to the rafter of a pinned-foot goal post frame of height h and span L
(Figure 2), Kleinlogel gives the eaves (rafter to column joint) moments as:

wL²
4N
where N = 2k + 3 and k = Ir /Ic.h/L. The I values are those of the rafter and
column, as indicated by the suffices. The same frame with fixed feet has the
following eaves moments:
wL²
M A = MB = –
6N1
The moments at the column feet are half the eaves moment:
wL²
MC = M D =
12N1
where N₁ = k + 2. These formulae provide the “end cases” where the joint
stiffnesses are either zero (pinned) or infinite (fixed).
The equivalent formulae to Kleinlogel’s for the goal post portal frame (see
Figure 2) with joint stiffness included, carrying a uniform load on the rafter
can be determined as follows.
Introducing a rotational spring of stiffness kθ at the foot of column C-A,
with units kNm/radian, where the rotation is θC , the bending moment due to
the spring is kθC.θC. At C, the sum of the moment in the column and the
moment in the rotational spring is zero or, using the S-D equation with h
denoting the column height,
M A = MB = –

[

]

2EIc
3𝛿𝛿
2𝛳𝛳C + 𝛳𝛳A –
=0
h
h
For a symmetrical load case, δ = 0. At the eaves joint, the slope of the
rafter A-B at the joint is the sum of the rotations due to the beam stiffness and
kθC𝛳𝛳C +

Figure 2: Goal post portal frame

the spring stiffness. There is no deflection in the rafter because the column
elements are axially rigid. Using the S-D equation:
M ABL M AB
+
= [2𝛳𝛳A+ 𝛳𝛳B ]
kθA
2EIr
Solving for the bending moments, at the column feet,
wL² (1 – 2KC )K A
.
MCA = MDB =
12 (2 – KC + kK A )
At the eaves,
wL² (2 – KC )K A
.
M AC = MBD = –
12 (2 – KC + kK A )
In these formulae,
2EIc
kθAh
; KA =
KC =
kθCh + 4EIc
kθAh + 2kEIc

The joint stiffnesses kθC and kθA are those of the column feet and eaves
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respectively. For a pinned joint, the coefficients KC and KA equal 0.5 and 0
respectively; for a rigid joint the corresponding values are 0 and 1. Kleinlogel’s
formulae are reproduced when these values are substituted. A formula for
eaves deflection under lateral load can also be developed.
Using this approach, simple frames with members of uniform cross-section
can be analysed using the S-D equations with rotational springs at the joints.
The analysis gives the same results as a stick FE analysis if the elements are
chosen to exclude shear stiffness. The effect of joint stiffness can be
investigated and graphs drawn using spreadsheets to show the impact on
bending moment distribution around the frame, on the elastic critical load
factor and on such serviceability issues as eaves spread.
Conclusions
The slope-deflection equations modified to include joint stiffness can be used
effectively as a checking or investigatory tool in the design of simple frames
such as goal-post or pitched portals, where joint stiffness is to be included in
the design.
In their development, elements are assumed to be uniform in cross section
along their length and to exhibit bending deformation only, unlike element
formulations in some FE software which also include shear deformation.
In a future article, the effect of varying joint stiffness on characteristics
such as frame stability and eaves spread is investigated. Spreadsheet tools to
allow rapid calculations are discussed. T
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AD 477:
Transverse bending of composite
slabs subjected to point loads
AD note 4501 provides guidance on the design of
composite slabs subjected to concentrated point
loads. The present AD note provides further
guidance on the topic. The method to calculate the
applied transverse bending moment proposed by
AD 450 is a simple approach2. The first reference
to such a method may be traced back to 19943,
where the author acknowledges that the method
is conservative. The present note proposes a more
sophisticated approach, as a supplement rather
than a replacement for the approach in AD 450.
This more advanced approach is particularly
relevant for the UK market, where typically we rely
on a single layer of reinforcement with a minimal
cover to the top surface of the slab, for which the
simplified method proposed by AD note 450 may
result in an onerous requirement for the area
of reinforcement required to resist transverse
bending. Two layers of reinforcement, or a single
layer placed lower in the slab, are typical in most
other European countries. As we are seeing more
use of deeper slabs in the UK, adding a second layer
may be a sensible option.
Despite the fact that high point loads on
completed composite slabs are normally only found
in particular cases (such as a car park), during
the construction stage of a building they are much
more common, as the slabs may be required to
resist high point loads due to temporary equipment
such as mobile elevating work platforms (MEWPs).
However, the coincident load level on the slab
under such conditions is relatively low (self-weight
of the slab, live load due to the construction
stage and the equipment itself). Spare capacity

is therefore expected, resulting in a low level of
utilisation for the longitudinal slab design, for this
temporary condition.
The applied transverse bending moment (MEd,t)
is given in AD 450 as a function of bem , am, bm
and QEd as shown in Equation (1). The variables
involved in the method are illustrated in Figure 1.
The two main topics of discussion of this AD note
are the variables bem and aem. The former has a
direct influence on the level of applied transverse
moment, and the latter determines the resistance
to transverse bending, as will be seen below.
AD note 450 guidance:
AD 450 proposes a value for the applied moment
MEd,t , which is supported by a transverse strip of
width am. Variables are as defined below:
QEd (bem - bm)
MEd,t =
(kNm/m)
(1)
8 am
am = ap + 2(hc + hf) 			(2)
bm = bp + 2(hc + hf) 			(3)
For a simply supported composite slab:

[

bem,max = bm = 2Lp 1 -

Lp
L

]

≤ slab width (4)

bem:
Eurocode 4 provides maximum admissible values
for the effective width bem of the longitudinal strip
of slab that is assumed to support a point load (as
the Eurocode rules are based on maximizing the
resistance of the slab in the longitudinal direction).
The width bem is a function of the transverse
stiffness of the slab, the distance from the point

load to the nearest support and the point load
contact area. The ENV (so-called pre-standard)
version of Eurocode 44, explicitly stated that if
transverse bending of the slab is ignored, the
width bem could be taken as simply bm (and no
transverse reinforcement would then be needed).
Intermediate values for the effective width of the
longitudinal strip of slab bem, between bm and the
value reported by Eurocode 4 (denoted from here
on as bem,max ), may also be considered. Reducing
the width bem,max given by Eurocode 4 would make
the longitudinal slab design more onerous, but
benefit the transverse slab design when compared
with applying the simplified method proposed
by AD 450. This benefit arises because the width
of the longitudinal strip is also the span of the
transverse strip, and the greater that span the more
reinforcement is needed to resist a given load.
Varying the assumed width of the longitudinal strip
may be particularly helpful for the cited cases of
composite slabs subjected to point loads during
the construction stage, where the designer has very
limited options.
aem:
AD 450 assumes that the effective width of the
transverse strip of slab over which the point load
is carried is limited to am. The cited conservativism
in the design method is mainly related to this
assumption. The effective width of the transverse
strip that may actually be mobilized (denoted
from here as aem) is greater than am. Given that the
transverse stiffness of the slab is assumed to be
sufficient to spread a point load over a longitudinal

Figure 1: Widths associated with a concentrated load (1 indicates topping, 2 the slab reinforcement, noting that in typical UK practice it would not be placed as shown)
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strip of width bem, it is clear that a width greater
than am can be mobilized for transverse bending.
Equation (5) proposes a maximum value for
the effective width of the transverse strip of slab
subject to transverse bending (aem, max ). The applied
moment per metre may therefore be determined
using Equation (6). This leads directly to a
specification of the area of transverse reinforcement
needed per metre.

aem,max = am +
MEd,t =

bem
but a em,max ≤ Slab span (5)
3

QEd (bem - bm)
(kNm/m)
8 aem

(6)

The transverse bending moment given by
Equation (6) is applicable to composite slabs
with It⁄Il ≤ 0.50, where It and Il are the uncracked
transverse and longitudinal second moment of areas
of the slab, respectively.

Comments:
Using the limiting value of aem = am has the advantage
that any other point load present in the direction
of the slab span will not overlap (assuming a
minimum point load spacing of am, which is sensible
for practical cases). So, the design of transverse
reinforcement for each point load can be treated
independently. When assuming aem greater than am ,
the designer may need to consider the overlapping
effect of adjacent point loads that are trying to
mobilise the same part of the slab. Reinforcement
requirements would need to be additive. The
designer should also consider the proximity of
other point loads in the transverse slab direction,
which may result in an overlapping of the attributed
effective slab widths for longitudinal bending bem.
The definitions of bem,max and aem,max in Equations
(4) and (5), respectively, are intended to provide a
sensible compromise between competing demands.

Contact: Ricardo Pimentel
Tel:
01344 636555
Email:
advisory@steel-sci.com

1. AD 450: Resistance of composite slabs to concentrated loads,
SCI, October 2020.
2. Johnson, R. P, Wang, Y. C., Composite Structures of Steel and
Concrete, Fourth edition, 2019; Wiley Blackwell.
3. Composite structures of steel and concrete R.P. Johnson,
Blackwell Publishing, 2nd edition 1994.
4. DD ENV 1994-1-1:1994, Eurocode 4. Design of composite steel
and concrete structures. General rules and rules for buildings
(together with United Kingdom National Application Document),
BSI, 1994.
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New and revised codes and standards
From BSI Updates January 2022
BS EN PUBLICATIONS
BS EN ISO 15614-13:2021
Specification and qualification of welding
procedures for metallic materials. Welding
procedure test. Upset (resistance butt) and flash
welding
supersedes BS EN ISO 15614-13:2012

NEW WORK STARTED
EN 17832
Thermal spraying. Determination of the feed rate
with spray material in powder form
will supersede None

ISO 4931-1
Buildings and civil engineering works. Principles,
framework and guidance for resilience design.
Adaptation to climate change
will supersede None
ISO 4998
Continuous hot-dip zinc-coated and zinc-iron alloycoated carbon steel sheet of structural quality
will supersede BS ISO 4998:2014
ISO 19735
Corrosion of metals and alloys. Corrosivity of
atmospheres. Mapping areas of increased risk of
corrosion
will supersede None

ISO PUBLICATIONS
ISO 834-1:1999/A2:2021
Fire-resistance tests. Elements of building
construction. General requirements
Will be implemented as an identical British Standard
ISO 10675-1:2021
Non-destructive testing of welds. Acceptance levels
for radiographic testing. Steel, nickel, titanium and
their alloys
Will be implemented as an identical British Standard
ISO/TR 20413:2021
Fire safety engineering. Survey of performancebased fire safety design practices in different
countries
Will be implemented as an identical British Standard
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50 YEARS AGO

The Recreational
Complex

A general view of Picketts Lock Sports Centre under construction

Recent years have seen the development of multi-activity sports
and recreational complexes. There is clearly need for more. Gerry
Williamson writes here of the several projects with which his practice,
The Williamson Partnership, has been associated and describes
several unorthodox solutions to the problems of providing the best
facilities at the lowest cost
Recreation - To swim, to play tennis, squash or
badminton, to bowl, to fence, to play 5-a-side indoor
football, indoor hockey, basketball, to take a sauna
bath, massage and to train with weights, to take a
drink and have a meal, to dance whether young or
old, ballet or pop, to participate in social recreation,
art studios, music rooms, work
shops, amateur
dramatics - all these require the provision of large
span indoor space planned and constructed in
materials and methods to give maximum 'value for
money'.
My philosophy in the planning of these recreation
centres is based on the fact that when buying a
shirt or groceries or a car one is always looking for
this 'value for money' which so often is not the case
in buildings and although not directly attributable
to the architect, engineer, client, builder, specialist
sub-contractors and designers, it seems that they
all contribute to the inefficiency of the operation,
without being conscious of it. The client, whether
private, local or central government usually
provides a brief which results in a 'one off' product
and little thought is given to modular planning and
to the use of standard details and components. Too
often the design is a product of several individual
designers, each one believing that the sole purpose
of the building is to demonstrate his own particular
expertise, skill or product. There must be unity of
control from the first broad sweeping lines on the
drawing-board right through to the completed
building.

Picketts Lock
Sports Centre
Key to Plans
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

General purpose hall
Sports hall
Indoor-bowls hall
Squash-courts
Swimming-pool
Children's splash-pool
Discotheque

The projects discussed in this article illustrate
some of the sport and recreation projects with
which I have been involved, and it should be
mentioned that the planning methods and
standard elements developed over the years have
now resulted in the formation of a design and
management organization called Module 2 whose
func
tion is to provide economic and efficient
buildings for recreation.
1. Picketts Lock Sports Centre for the Lea Valley
Regional Park Authority
The Picketts Lock Sports and Social Centre is the
first of a number of such projects to be built by the
Lea Valley Regional Park Authority. The Authority
will, during the next fifteen years, develop the
whole area at an estimated total cost in excess of
£40m. The Picketts Lock Centre, which is situated
just north of Edmonton, was started in April 1970
and should be complete by autumn 1972. It will
provide the following facilities: A 2-court sports
hall with gymnasium, judo and club rooms, general
purpose hall, 8-rink bowls hall, swimming-pool with
separate children's splash-pool, 8 squash courts,
rifle range and sauna suite, etc, together with all
the associated spectator viewing areas, toilet and
changing accommodation. A creche, discotheque,
restaurant, cafe and general administration office
block are also included in the scheme. All these
facilities are planned around a ramped, reinforced
concrete concourse which will provide viewing
8 Rink cafe
9 Rifle-range
10 Golf-club
11 Gymnasium·
12 Weight-training
13 Judo-room
14 Cafeteria and bar

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Creche
Clubroom
Roof terrace
Concourse
Spectators
Lounge
Sauna

FROM

Building
with
Steel
November 1971

50 YEARS AGO

Detail of structure at Picketts Lock. Note the swimming-pool.

facilities to all sporting activities. An 18-hole golfcourse, clubhouse, 9 all-weather playing pitches,
an athletics track and car and coach parks are
provided external to the building. The total cost of
this project is approximately £1½m.
The three large halls are constructed in
structural steel
work, the columns which are at
10ft centres being encased in concrete to give
the necessary 1 ½-hour fire resistance, and the
roof trusses which span 100-120ft are deep lattice
girders manufactured from steel angles and other
light sections. The roof decking consists of 2½in
deep 22 gauge corrugated galvanized steel which
supports a built-up roofing system. The walls are
of cavity construction with pre-finished block work
internally for the full height and facing brickwork up
to 10ft height externally with white plastisol coated
profiled steel sheeting above. There is no glazing
whatever to any of the activity halls. The remainder
of the construction is rein
forced concrete with
facing brickwork, glazing or metal cladding as
wall materials, with concrete or metal deck roof
construction.
The aim has been to design a functional building
at an economic cost and this has been achieved
with simplicity of detail and careful choice of
materials. The use of structural steelwork and
metal roof and wall cladding has enabled large
areas to be made weatherproof quickly, thereby
allowing the remainder of the work to be continued
under more ideal conditions.
The deep lattice trusses also have the advantage
that they will contain all the heating and ventilating
services, lighting, etc, within their depth and this
again results in a considerable cost saving in that
the suspended ceilings normally provided to hide
unsightly services are not necessary.
2. The National Sports Centre for Wales, Sophia
Gardens, Cardiff, for the Central Council of
Physical Recreation
One of the recommendations in 'Sports Facilities
in Wales', published by the Welsh Committee
of the CCPR in 1964 stated: All the governing
bodies in sport have emphasized the inadequacy
of indoor facilities for coach
ing, training and
competition at all levels. We consider that there is
an overwhelming weight of evidence to show the
need for a National Sports Centre for Wales which
will provide facilities for the training of coaches and
leaders, and sports coaching at all levels and for
international competition.
With this recommendation in mind the National
Sports Centre was designed as a Regional Project
to meet the aforementioned needs. The centre
is now nearing completion and will include the

Model of the layout of Sophia Gardens Sports centre

following accommodation:
P 120ft x 120ft x 30ft headroom sports hall.
P 4 squash courts.
P 60ft x 50ft gymnasium with weight training bay.
P Free activity room 110ft x 50ft which can be
subdivided.
P Small-bore shooting range.
P 25-metre swimming-pool.
P Restaurant, bars and kitchen.
P Large exhibition foyer and lecture room.
P 2 floors of administration offices for the CCPR
and all the governing bodies of sport in Wales.
P Hostel accommodation, including 24 double
rooms and 12 single rooms together with
director's suite and staff flats.
This building is sited on the banks of the River
Taff, adjacent to the Sophia Gardens Pavilion,
and together with the Empire Pool, the Welsh
International Rugby Stadium, the Cardiff Athletics
Stadium, the Glamorgan Cricket Ground, must now
constitute one of the finest sport and recreation
developments in Europe.
The building also incorporates a prefabricated
steel swimming-pool. This 25m swim-pool is
manufactured from ¼in thick mild steel plate with
hot rolled joist and channel sections fabricated
into large panels. These panels, which form the
pool tanks, are supported on steel columns thus
providing a completely free-standing elevated
pool. The structure is erected on site with the
units bolted together to form a complete tank. The
panels are then welded at all joints to provide a
waterproof structure. It is interesting to note that
the roof structure of this building is of cold formed
structural steel sheet sections of varying spans up
to a maximum of 120ft.
An in-situ concrete pool surround is laid,
supported on steel joists connected to the pool
columns and the main structure. All internal
surfaces are grit blasted to remove scale and rust
and immediately given a coat of solvent adhesive.
Prior to tiling a second coat of adhesive is given to
the inside of the tank, and the tiling is fixed using a
½in thick coat of Balflex adhesive, and grouted in
the normal manner. The surface draw-off channel
is mounted on a prepared 2in sand and cement
mortar laid to a preformed shelf. The balancing
tanks and filter tanks are designed as part of the

Sophia Gardens Sports Centre under construction

The all-steel prefabricated swimming-pool at Sophia Gardens

pool structure, positioned under the shallow end
of the pool, this saving considerably on plant-room
space. The entire circulation pipework for the plant
and pool is in rigid thermoplastic pipe and moulded
fittings and all pool fittings are chrome-plated
gunmetal.
Water circulation through the plant is achieved
by close coupled centrifugal pumps with individual
basket type strainer boxes. A compressor is installed
to agitate the sand bed during backwashing. Nonstorage pool calorifiers are fitted to maintain the
pool temperature at 78-80° F, with the chlorination
equipment provided as part of the filtration plant.
It is believed that this pool is a most interesting
development and can lead to quicker and more
economical methods of providing swimmingpools. Manufacturing possibilities are endless
with complicated free-shape pools, wave-forming
machines, adjustable floors and floating pools
sited in unused waterways and derelict water, etc.
Investigations are now in hand for the complete
factory fabrication of bolted, steel swimming-pools
where all surface finishings will be applied at
fabrication stage.
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LISTINGS

Steelwork contractors for buildings
Membership of BCSA is open to any Steelwork Contractor who has a fabrication facility within the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland.
Details of BCSA membership and services can be obtained from
Lorraine MacKinder, Marketing and Membership Administrator,
The British Constructional Steelwork Association Limited, Unit 4 Hayfield Business Park, Field Lane, Auckley, Doncaster DN9 3FL
Tel: 020 7747 8121 Email: lorraine.mackinder@steelconstruction.org
Applicants may be registered in one or more Buildings category to undertake the fabrication and the responsibility for any design and erection of:
C
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M

32

Heavy industrial platework for plant structures, bunkers, 		
hoppers, silos etc
High rise buildings (offices etc over 15 storeys)
Large span portals (over 30m)
Medium/small span portals (up to 30m) and low rise 		
buildings (up to 4 storeys)
Medium rise buildings (from 5 to 15 storeys)
Large span trusswork (over 20m)
Tubular steelwork where tubular construction forms a 		
major part of the structure
Towers and masts
Architectural steelwork for staircases, balconies, canopies etc
Frames for machinery, supports for plant and conveyors

Company name

Tel

A C Bacon Engineering Ltd

01953 850611

Adey Steel Ltd

01509 556677

Adstone Construction Ltd

N
Q

Notes
(1) Contracts which are primarily steelwork
but which may include associated works.
The steelwork contract value for which a
company is pre-qualified under the Scheme
is intended to give guidance on the size of
steelwork contract that can be undertaken;
where a project lasts longer than a year, the
value is the proportion of the steelwork
contract to be undertaken within a 12
month period.

Large grandstands and stadia (over 5000 persons)
Specialist fabrication services (eg bending, cellular/castellated
beams, plate girders)
Refurbishment
Lighter fabrications including fire escapes, ladders and catwalks

R
S

FPC Factory Production Control certification to BS EN 1090-1
1 – Execution Class 1
2 – Execution Class 2
3 – Execution Class 3
4 – Execution Class 4
BIM BIM Level 2 assessed
QM Quality management certification to ISO 9001
SCM Steel Construction Sustainability Charter
(l = Gold, l = Silver, l = Bronze, l = Certificate
C

D

E

F

G H

J

K

l l l l

L M N Q
l

R

S

Where an asterisk (*) appears against any
company’s classification number, this indicates
that the assets required for this classification
level are those of the parent company.

QM FPC BIM

l l l l l l l l

l l

✔

3

01905 794561

l l l l

l

✔

2

AJ Engineering & Construction Services Ltd

01309 671919

l l

l l

✔

4

Angle Ring Company Ltd

0121 557 7241

✔

4

l

l

l l l
l

Arminhall Engineering Ltd

01799 524510

l

Arromax Structures Ltd

01623 747466

l

l l

l

l l

l l

l l l l l l l l

l

ASME Engineering Ltd

020 8966 7150

l l l

Atlasco Constructional Engineers Ltd

01782 564711

l l l l

l

SCM Guide Contract Value (1)

2

l

✔

Up to £3,000,000

✔

●

Up to £3,000,000

●

Up to £3,000,000

●

2

●

2

l l

l l

✔

4

l l

l l

✔

2

Up to £3,000,000
Up to £1,400,000*
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £800,000

●

Up to £4,000,000
Up to £1,400,000

B D Structures Ltd

01942 817770

l l l l

l l

l l

✔

2

✔

●

Up to £1,400,000

Ballykine Structural Engineers Ltd

028 9756 2560

l l l l l

l

l

✔

4

✔

●

Up to £1,400,000

Barnshaw Section Benders Ltd

0121 557 8261

✔

4

BHC Ltd

01555 840006

l l l l l l l

l l l

l l

✔

4

✔

●

Above £6,000,000

l l l l l l l l l l l l l

✔

4

✔

●

Above £6,000,000

Billington Structures Ltd

01226 340666

Border Steelwork Structures Ltd

01228 548744

Bourne Group Ltd

01202 746666

l

l l l l

l l

Briton Fabricators Ltd

0115 963 2901

l

Cairnhill Structures Ltd

01236 449393

l

l l l l l l l l

Caunton Engineering Ltd

01773 531111

l l l l l l l

0300 105 0135

l

CMF Ltd
Cook Fabrications Ltd

4

✔

●

Above £6,000,000

✔

4

●

Up to £6,000,000

l

✔

4

●

Up to £6,000,000

●

Above £6,000,000

●

Up to £6,000,000

l l

✔

4

l l l

✔

3

l l l

✔

l

l l l l l

020 8844 0940

l

l l

l l

l

✔

4

Up to £6,000,000

01303 893011

l l

l l

l l

l l

✔

2

Up to £1,400,000

Coventry Construction Ltd

024 7646 4484

DAM Structures Ltd

01377 271843

D H Structures Ltd

01785 246269

D Hughes Welding & Fabrication Ltd

01248 421104

Duggan Steel

00 353 29 70072

l l l l l l l l

ECS Engineering Services Ltd

01773 860001

l

Elland Steel Structures Ltd

01422 380262

l l l l l l l l l l

EvadX Ltd

01745 336413

l l l l l l

Four Bay Structures Ltd

01603 758141

l l l l l

Four-Tees Engineers Ltd

01489 885899

Fox Bros Engineering Ltd

00 353 53 942 1677

Company name

Tel

February 2022 NSC

✔

Up to £3,000,000

l l l

l l l l l

Cementation Fabrications

4

l

l l l l l l l l l l l l l

Up to £1,400,000

l l

✔

4

Up to £1,400,000

l

✔

4

Up to £6,000,000

l

2

Up to £40,000

l l l l l l l

l l l

✔

4

Up to £400,000

l

✔

4

Up to £6,000,000

l l l l
l

l l l
l l

l

l

l l l
l l l l

l

l l l l l l l

l

D

E

F

l l

✔

4

l l

✔

4

l

✔

l l l
l l

l l

l l l l l

l l l

l l l l l

C

l

G H

J

l l

K

L M N Q

l

R

S

3

✔

●

Up to £3,000,000

●

Up to £6,000,000

●

Up to £4,000,000

2
✔

3

2

Up to £1,400,000
●

Up to £2,000,000
Up to £2,000,000

QM FPC BIM SCM Guide Contract Value (1)

LISTINGS

Company name

Tel

Gorge Fabrications Ltd

0121 522 5770

G.R. Carr (Essex) Ltd

01286 535501

H Young Structures Ltd

01953 601881

Had Fab Ltd

01875 611711

C

D

E

F

G H

J

K

L M N Q

R

l

l l

✔

2

Up to £1,400,000

l

l l

✔

4

Up to £800,000

l

l l

✔

4

l l l

l

✔

4

Up to £3,000,000

✔

4

Above £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000

l l l l
l

l l

l

l l l l l
l

S

QM FPC BIM

✔

SCM Guide Contract Value (1)

●

Up to £3,000,000

Harry Peers Steelwork Ltd

01204 528393

Hescott Engineering Company Ltd

01324 556610

l l l l

l

l l

✔

2

Hillcrest Structural Steel Ltd

023 8064 1373

l l l l l

l l

l l

✔

3

Intersteels Ltd

01322 337766

l l l

✔

3

Up to £3,000,000

J & A Plant Ltd

01942 713511

4

Up to £40,000

James Killelea & Co Ltd

01706 229411

Kiernan Structural Steel Ltd

00 353 43 334 1445

Kloeckner Metals UK Westok

0113 205 5270

LA Metalworks Ltd

01707 256290

l

l l l l l l

l

l l l l l l
l

l

l l l l l
l

l
l l

l l

Leach Structural Steelwork Ltd

01995 642000

l l l l l

01592 205320

l l

Littleton Steel Ltd

01275 333431
028 2957 1281

M&S Engineering Ltd

01461 40111

Mackay Steelwork & Cladding Ltd

01862 843910

Maldon Marine Ltd

01621 859000

l

4
2

✔

✔

3
4

l
l l

l

Newbridge Engineering Ltd

01429 866722

l l l l l l l

North Lincs Structures

01724 855512

4

Up to £1,400,000

3

Up to £1,400,000

3

Up to £3,000,000

l

✔

4

Up to £2,000,000

✔

4

l
l
l l

✔

4
3

Up to £6,000,000*

l l

l

✔

3

Up to £1,400,000*

l l l

l l

3

Up to £1,400,000

l l
l l l l

l l l l l l l l l l
l

l

l l

✔

4

l

✔

4

l l

✔

4

l l l l l l l l l l

Severfield plc

01845 577896

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l

✔

4

Shaun Hodgson Engineering Ltd

01553 766499

l

✔

3

l l

l

l

Shipley Structures Ltd

01400 251480

l l l l

Snashall Steel Fabrications Co Ltd

01300 345588

l l l l l

l l

l l l

l l

2

l

l

2

Southern Fabrications (Sussex) Ltd

01243 649000

Steel & Roofing Systems

00 353 56 444 1855

l

l l l l

Taziker Industrial Ltd

01204 468080

l

l l

l

l l

l l l

✔

3

Temple Mill Fabrications Ltd

01623 741720

l l l l

l l

l l

✔

2

l l l l l l

l

l l

✔

Traditional Structures Ltd

01922 414172

TSI Structures Ltd

01603 720031

Underhill Engineering Ltd

01752 752483

W I G Engineering Ltd

01869 320515

Walter Watson Ltd

028 4377 8711

l l

l l
l l

l l l l l

l

l

l l l l l

l

l l

l l l l l

✔

●

Above £6,000,000
Up to £800,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £2,000,000

✔

Up to £1,400,000
Up to £4,000,000

l
l l
l l

✔

3

✔

●

Up to £2,000,000

✔
✔

Up to £3,000,000

✔

2

Up to £400,000

✔

4

Above £6,000,000

✔

4
4

Company name

Tel

C

S

Up to £400,000

4

✔

R

Above £6,000,000

Up to £2,000,000

l

l l l l l l l l

●

2

l

L M N Q

Up to £2,000,000

2

l

K

●

4

l l l l l l l l l l l l l l

J

Up to £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000

✔

01373 825500

G H

●

✔

0161 609 0000

F

✔

Up to £6,000,000

l l

Westbury Park Engineering Ltd

E

●

l l

William Hare Ltd

D

Up to £800,000

✔

0113 307 6730

l l l l l l

Up to £2,000,000

l

l

01228 599090

01354 660895

●

2

l

Peter Marshall (Steel Stairs) Ltd

SDM Fabrication Ltd

Up to £2,000,000

✔

PMS Fabrications Ltd

01202 483333

3

Up to £1,400,000

✔

l l l

01977 681931

Up to £1,400,000
●

l

l l l l

REIDsteel

Up to £800,000

l l

l l

S H Structures Ltd

Up to £6,000,000

l l

l l l

l

●

l l l

l l

l

Up to £6,000,000
Up to £2,000,000

l l

l l l l
l

Above £6,000,000

l l l
l

l l

●
●

2

✔

Up to £3,000,000

Up to £6,000,000*
✔

3

l l
l l

01568 613311

01303 268112

✔
✔

l l

00 353 45 431384

01432 374400

4

l l

Mifflin Construction Ltd

Nusteel Structures Ltd

l

✔

l l l l l l l l

Murphy International Ltd

Painter Brothers Ltd

l l

l l l

l

●

4

l l

l l l l l l l l l l l l

Legge Steel (Fabrications) Ltd

M Hasson & Sons Ltd

l

✔

●

Up to £800,000

●

Above £6,000,000

QM FPC BIM SCM Guide Contract Value (1)
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LISTINGS

Steelwork contractors for
bridgeworks
The Register of Qualified Steelwork Contractors Scheme for Bridgeworks (RQSC) is open to any
Steelwork Contractor who has a fabrication facility within the UK or European Union.
Applicants may be registered in one or more category to undertake the fabrication and the responsibility for any design and erection of:
FB
CF
SG
PG
TW
BA

Footbridges
Complex footbridges
Sign gantries
Bridges made principally from plate girders
Bridges made principally from trusswork
Bridges with stiffened complex platework 		
(eg in decks, box girders or arch boxes)
CM Cable-supported bridges (eg cable-stayed or
suspension) and other major structures
(eg 100 metre span)
MB Moving bridges
SRF Site-based bridge refurbishment

Notes
(1) Contracts which are primarily steelwork but which
may include associated works. The steelwork contract
value for which a company is pre-qualified under the
Scheme is intended to give guidance on the size of
steelwork contract that can be undertaken; where
a project lasts longer than a year, the value is the
proportion of the steelwork contract to be undertaken
within a 12 month period.

FRF Factory-based bridge refurbishment
AS Ancilliary structures in steel associated with bridges, footbridges or 		
sign gantries (eg grillages, purpose-made temporary works)
QM Quality management certification to ISO 9001
FPC Factory Production Control certification to BS EN 1090-1
1 – Execution Class 1 2 – Execution Class 2
3 – Execution Class 3 4 – Execution Class 4

Where an asterisk (*) appears against any company’s
classification number, this indicates that the assets required
for this classification level are those of the parent company.

BIM BIM Level 2 compliant
SCM Steel Construction Sustainability Charter
l = Gold, l = Silver l = Bronze l = Certificate

BCSA steelwork contractor member

Tel

FB CF SG PG TW BA CM MB SRF FRF AS QM

Adey Steel Ltd
AJ Engineering & Construction Services Ltd
Billington Structures Ltd
Bourne Group Ltd
Briton Fabricators Ltd
Cairnhill Structures Ltd
Cementation Fabrications
D Hughes Welding & Fabrication Ltd
Donyal Engineering Ltd
ECS Engineering Services Ltd
Four-Tees Engineers Ltd
Kiernan Structural Steel Ltd
M Hasson & Sons Ltd
Millar Callaghan Engineering Services Ltd
Murphy International Ltd
Nusteel Structures Ltd
REIDsteel
S H Structures Ltd
Severfield (UK) Ltd
Shaun Hodgson Engineering Ltd
Taziker Industrial Ltd
Underhill Engineering Ltd
William Hare Ltd
Non-BCSA member
Allerton Steel Ltd
Carver Engineering Services Ltd
Centregreat Engineering Ltd
Cimolai SpA
CTS Bridges Ltd
Eiffage Metal
Harrisons Engineering (Lancashire) Ltd
Hollandia Infra BV
HS Carlsteel Engineering Ltd
In-Spec Manufacturing Ltd
J&D Pierce Contracts Ltd
Kelly’s Welders & Blacksmiths Ltd
Lanarkshire Welding Company Ltd
Lundy Projects Ltd
North View Engineering Solutions Ltd
Smulders Projects UK Ltd
Total Steelwork & Fabrication Ltd
Victor Buyck Steel Construction

01509 556677
01309 671919
01226 340666
01202 746666
0115 963 2901
01236 449393
0300 105 0135
01248 421104
01207 270909
01773 860001
01489 885899
00 353 43 334 1445
028 2957 1281
01294 217711
00 353 45 431384
01303 268112
01202 483333
01977 681931
01204 699999
01553 766499
01204 468080
01752 752483
0161 609 0000

l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

01609 774471
01302 751900
029 2046 5683
01223 836299
01484 606416
00 33 388 946 856
01254 823993
00 31 180 540 540
020 8312 1879
01642 210716
01505 683724
01383 512 517
01698 264271
0161 476 2996
01325 464558
0191 295 8700
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✓
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✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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✓
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✓
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SCM Guide Contract Value (1)

✓

✓

✓

l
l
l
l
l

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
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l

l

Up to £3,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £400,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £2,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £1,400,000
Up to £2,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £800,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £1,400,000
Above £6,000,000*
Up to £800,000
Up to £800,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £200,000
Up to £3,000,000
Up to £4,000,000
Up to £800,000
Above £6,000,000
Up to £3,000,000
Above £6,000,000

Corporate Members
Corporate Members are clients, professional offices, educational establishments etc which support the development of national
specifications, quality, fabrication and erection techniques, overall industry efficiency and good practice.
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Company name

Tel

Gene Mathers
Griffiths & Armour
Highways England Company Ltd
Keiths Welding Limited

0115 974 7831
0151 236 5656
0300 123 5000
07791 432 078

Company name

Tel

MMCEngineer Ltd
Paul Hulme Engineering Ltd
QHSE-Interspect Ltd
Sandberg LLP

01423 855939
07801 216858
07438 413849
020 7565 7000

Company name

Tel

Structural & Weld Testing Services Ltd
SUM ADR Ltd

01795 420264
07960 775772

LISTINGS

Industry Members
Industry Members are those principal companies involved in the direct supply to all or some Steelwork Contractor Members of components,
materials or products. Industry member companies must have a registered office within the United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland.
CA Conformity Assessment
UKCA and/or CE Marking compliant, where relevant:
M manufacturer (products UKCA and/or CE Marked)
D/I distributor/importer (systems comply with the CPR)
N/A CPR not applicable

QM Quality management certification to ISO 9001
FPC Factory Production Control certification to BS EN 1090-1
1 Execution class 1
2 Execution class 2
3 Execution class 3
4 Execution class 4
NHSS National Highway Sector Scheme
Structural components
Company name
Albion Sections Ltd
BW Industries Ltd
Cellbeam Ltd
Composite Profiles UK Ltd
Construction Metal Forming Ltd
Daver Steels Ltd
Fabsec Ltd
Farrat Isolevel
FLI Structures
Hadley Industries Plc
Hi-Span Ltd
Jamestown Manufacturing Ltd
Kingspan Structural Products
MSW UK Ltd
Prodeck-Fixing Ltd
Structural Metal Decks Ltd
Stud-Deck Services Ltd
Tata Steel – ComFlor
voestalpine Metsec plc

Tel
0121 553 1877
01262 400088
01937 840600
01202 659237
01495 761080
0114 261 1999
01937 840641
0161 924 1600
01452 722200
0121 555 1342
01953 603081
00 353 45 434288
01944 712000
0115 946 2316
01278 780586
01202 718898
01335 390069
01244 892199
0121 601 6000

QM

Computer software
Company name
Autodesk Ltd
Idea Statica UK Ltd
StruMIS Ltd
Trimble Solutions (UK) Ltd

Tel
01252456600
02035 799397
01332 545800
0113 887 9790

QM

Steel producers
Company name
British Steel Ltd
Tata Steel – Tubes

Tel
01724 404040
01536 402121

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

QM
✓
✓

Manufacturing equipment
Company name
Behringer Ltd
Cutmaster Machines (UK) Ltd
Ficep (UK) Ltd
Kaltenbach Ltd
Lincoln Electric (UK) Ltd
Peddinghaus Corporation UK Ltd

Tel
01296 668259
07799 740191
01924 223530
01234 213201
0114 287 2401
01952 200377

QM

Membership services
Company name
Deconstruct UK Ltd

Tel
02035 799397

QM

✓

✓

CA
M
M
M
D/I
M
M
N/A
N/A
M
M
M
M
M
D/I
D/I
M
D/I
M
M

FPC
4
3
4

CA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

FPC

CA
M
M

NHSS

SCM

SfL

20

3
3

4
4
4
4
4

20

l
l
l

Gold

20
l

4
4
4

FPC

CA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

FPC

CA
N/A

FPC

NHSS

NHSS
3B
3B
NHSS

l

Gold

SCM

SfL

SCM

SCM

SfL

SfL
Silver
Silver

NHSS

SCM

SfL

SCM
Steel Construction Sustainability Charter
l = Gold
l = Silver
l = Bronze l = Certificate

Protective systems
Company name
Forward Protective Coatings Ltd
Hempel UK Ltd
Highland Metals Ltd
International Paint Ltd
Jack Tighe Ltd
Joseph Ash Galvanizing
PPG Architectural Coatings UK & Ireland
Sherwin-Williams UK Ltd
Vale Protective Coatings Ltd
Wedge Group Galvanizing Ltd

Tel
01623 748323
01633 874024
01343 548855
0191 469 6111
01302 880360
01246 854650
01924 354233
01204 521771
01949 869784
01902 601944

QM

Safety systems
Company name
easi-edge Ltd
TRAD Hire & Sales Ltd

Tel
01777 870901
01614 304666

QM

Steel stockholders
Company name
AJN Steelstock Ltd
Arcelor Mittal Distribution - Scunthorpe
Barrett Steel Services Limited
British Steel Distribution
Cleveland Steel & Tubes Ltd
Dent Steel Services (Yorkshire) Ltd
Dillinger Hutte U.K. Limited
Duggan Profiles & Steel Service Centre Ltd
Kloeckner Metals UK
Murray Plate Group Ltd
NationalTube Stockholders Ltd
Rainham Steel Co Ltd

Tel
01638 555500
01724 810810
01274 682281
01642 405040
01845 577789
01274 607070
01724 231176
00 353 567722485
0113 254 0711
0161 866 0266
01845 577440
01708 522311

QM

Structural fasteners
Company name
BAPP Group Ltd
Cooper & Turner Ltd
Lindapter International
Tension Control Bolts Ltd

Tel
01226 383824
0114 256 0057
01274 521444
01978 661122

QM

Welding equipment and consumables
Company name
Tel
Air Products PLC
01270 614167

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

QM

NHSS

SfL
Steel
for Life
Sponsor

CA
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

FPC

SCM

CA
N/A
N/A

FPC

CA
M
D/I
M
D/I
M
M
D/I
M
D/I
D/I
D/I
D/I

FPC
4
4
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

NHSS

3B
3B
3B
3B

l

CA
M
M
M
M

FPC

NHSS
3
3

SCM

CA
N/A

FPC

SfL
Silver

19A

l

Gold

NHSS

SCM

SfL

l

SCM

3B
3B
3B
3B
3B

SfL
Headline
Headline
Gold

l

Gold

3

NHSS

SfL

Silver

SCM

SfL

The SCI is committed to helping members
meet their design, manufacture,
construction and commercial objectives.

Find out more...

Become an SCI member

membership@steel-sci.com

+44 (0)1344 636525

SCI is the leading independent provider of technical expertise and
disseminator of best practice to the steel construction sector.
• Access to Expert advisors
• Access to technical resources, including publications
• Free monthly technical training

steel-sci.com/sci-membership.html

@SCIsteel

steel-construction-institute
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A WORLD LEADING STEEL FABRICATION MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION SOFTWARE SUITE, USED WORLDWIDE TO
REDUCE COSTS
WHILE MAXIMISING PRODUCTIVITY
AND INCREASING PROFITABILITY.
INTRODUCING:
EXECUTIVE DASHBOARDS
HAUNCH & TEE PROFILE NESTING
STRUMIS WEB CLIENT
SAVING YOU EVEN MORE TIME AND MONEY
HAUNCH & TEE PROFILE NESTING Advanced linear nesting of haunches and tee’s, ensures maximum
use of material to minimise waste.
STRUMIS WEB CLIENT Receiving Material
Progressing Cut Lists
Employee Timesheet Entry and Review
Web Dashboards
Drawing & NC Viewer
DASHBOARDS Customisable dashboards, providing managers with critical project
and business performance data.
Simple to configure and easy to use.

COME SEE THE STRUMIS FEATURES THAT OTHER
PROVIDERS ARE ONLY TALKING ABOUT.
OTHERS PROMISE; WE DELIVER.
THE FUTURE OF STEEL FABRICATION.
Stay connected to STRUMIS:

SALES@STRUMIS.COM | 01332 545800 | WWW.STRUMIS.COM
SOFTWARE BY STRUMIS LTD

